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KMYU 
2ND QUARTER 2016 

APRIL 1, 2016 – JUNE 30, 2016 
KMYU: 
WSMH, Inc. dba KMYU - Salt Lake City/St. George, Utah 
 
Local News: 
2News at 8am: Airing weekdays 8-9am (repeat of 2News 7-8am morning news) 
2News at 8am: Airing Saturday and Sunday 8-9am (repeat of KUTV’s 7-8am weekend 
morning news) 
2News at Noon Repeat: Monday-Friday 1-2P 
MyNews @7pm on KMYU: Airing weekdays from 7-7:30pm 
2News at 10:00pm: Monday-Friday from 10-10:37pm (simulcast of KUTV)  
2News at 10:00pm:  Saturday-Sunday from 10-10:37pm, (simulcast of KUTV) 
2News at 10pm Repeat: Monday-Friday from 12-12:35am 
2News at 10pm Repeat:  Saturday-Sunday from 12:35-1:07pm  
 
National: 
Sundays 10:00-10:30A – second half of CBS’ Face the Nation 
 
SBG News: 
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson:  Sundays 10:30-11A 
 
Baby Your Baby and Check Your Health – Both are ongoing campaigns hosted by 
Mary Nickles/KUTV Anchor and designed so that KUTV works with the Utah 
Department of Health. Baby Your Baby is a health program for mothers to be 
encouraging early and regular prenatal and postnatal care. Check Your Health is 
committed to bringing viewers the latest information to help keep families healthy. Both 
of these segments run in all of our newscasts. 
 
Get Gephardt - Investigative reporter Matt Gephardt takes on major corporations or 
government entities helping viewers who are caught in red tape. In addition, the 
Gephardt Unit investigations serve as a warning to consumers about potential fraud 
happening locally. The Gephardt unit takes many calls from the tip line each week and 
receives several e-mails weekly from viewers with consumer complaints.  The Gephardt 
stories air during the 10:00pm newscast.   
 
Pay It Forward - Every Wednesday, KUTV’s Mark Koelbel/10P Anchor features a Good 
Samaritan in the community. Mark gives the Good Samaritan $500 in cash via Mountain 
America Credit for this person to give to their cause. This franchise highlights people 
and organizations working in the community on a grassroots level to make life better for 
others.  Every Wednesday during the 10pm News there will be a billboard open to the 
weekly story.  KUTV will also run the Pay It Forward story the following Thursday 
Morning in KUTV2 News This Morning and in the 2News @7PM on KMYU.    
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CONSUMER AFFAIRS 
IRS Tax Scams (aired 04/13/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Phony IRS calls are 
scamming Utahans out of money. Already this year, four Utahans have lost nearly 
$20,000 in the scams. The viewer is educated about the scam, so they don’t fall victim 
to it. 
 
SLC Rent Increase Disproportionate - (aired 4/27/2016 @7pm 1 min 30 seconds) – A 
new study from the University of Utah shows a double digit rise in the cost of rent in 
Utah, yet renters are not making much more money. Over the past ten years, rents in 
Utah have risen 17% in inflation-adjusted dollars while the median income of renters 
has increased a meager three percent, making renting much less affordable. 
Consequently, the share of renters with housing cost burdens has grown substantially in 
the past decade. According to Wood's study, 125,000 people rent in Salt Lake County. 
Of those, about 20,000 spend more than half their income on rent. Wood and 
government housing resources say households should ideally budget about 30% of 
their income towards housing expenses, but that is not always possible. 
 
Airport Construction (aired 05/09/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Construction is 
underway at the SLC International Airport, the beginning of a massive expansion. 
Travelers will likely experience delays, especially thru traffic coming to the airport to 
pick-up or drop off travelers. The viewer learns what they need to know if they are 
planning on flying out of the SLC International Airport.  
 
Horse Racing Returns to Ogden (aired 5/10/2016 @7pm for 1:30 minutes) - 
Horse racing is returning to Weber County after a 20 year absence. Weber Downs 
racetrack at Ogden's Golden Spike Events Center is scheduled to run a sanctioned 
quarter horse racing series beginning in two weeks. Organizers say the event is 
attracting riders across the region. In the past, Utah's strict no gambling laws have been 
a deterrent for the horse racing community, but with pari-mutuel betting machines being 
outlawed in Idaho last year and racing events being cancelled in Wyoming, riders are 
now turning to Utah more than ever. 
 
UTA Meetings (aired on 05/11/2016 @7pm, 1:15 minutes)-For the first time, UTA 
announced their committee meetings would no longer be open to the public. This comes 
after several Utah Transit Authority board members were linked to a controversial trade 
mission to Switzerland stepped down last fall. House speaker Greg Hughes, who was 
with the UTA when the trip was planned said at the time, he didn’t believe the 
resignations had anything to do with the September trip he put together for legislative 
leaders and lobbyists. This was significant because their meetings were always open to 
the public and it was a place for people to express their opinions and concerns with 
UTA and they could let their voices be heard. 
 
More TSA Agents for Summer Travel Season (aired 5/25/2016 @7pm, for 1:30 
minutes) – The Transportation Security Administration increased its staff ahead of what 
is expected to be the busiest travel season on record. The Senate Appropriations 
Homeland Security Subcommittee approved a proposed TSA budget that would give 
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the agency the ability to hire an additional 1,244 employees for airport screening to help 
with the increase in travel. Airport spokesperson, Nancy Volmer, reminded travelers to 
prepare in advance. She urged passengers to print boarding passes and check flight 
status ahead of time. Especially with the current construction underway at the airport, 
Volmer encouraged travelers to arrive to the airport two hours prior to departure. 
 
Fee for Cottonwood Canyon Users (aired 05/25/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) A visit to 
Big or Little Cottonwood Canyon could soon cost you. The U.S. Forest Service is 
considering adding a fee program for use of certain sites. The regional office is 
conducting a public comment period to access how canyon users would react to paying 
$6 for a three-day pass, or $45 for an annual pass to use a handful of day-use sites. A 
visit to the ski resorts or restaurants, or a drive up the canyon would not be subject to a 
fee. 
 

CRIME AND PUBLIC SAFETY 
Jeremy Johnson Taken Into Custody - (aired 4/1/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) 
– A federal judge ordered U.S Marshalls to arrest former Utah businessman Jeremy 
Johnson as he awaits sentencing for eight felony counts of providing false statements to 
a bank. During a detention hearing, Johnson pleaded with the judge to release him, 
citing his cooperation during the trial and offering a 4.6 million dollar bond. The judge 
however, cited with prosecutors who argued that Johnson would be a flight risk if 
released. Just a week prior, a jury found Johnson guilty eight of 86 fraud charges.  
 
Refugee Convicted - (aired 4/1/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – A Burmese 
refugee, who was tried and convicted of killing a 7-year-old girl in South Salt Lake eight 
years ago, took his case before Utah's top court. Esar Met's attorney believes he didn't 
get a fair trial four years ago and wants a new one. He was found guilty in 2014 of 
kidnapping, sexually assaulting and killing the child; a horrific crime that rocked the 
small Burmese refugee community in South Salt Lake. Met maintained at his sentencing 
two years ago that he did not commit the murder. He is serving two concurrent life 
sentences without parole for the murder. 
 
Men Accused of Raping Girl - (aired 4/4/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – Four 
men are in custody at the Uintah County Jail after police say they raped a 9-year-old girl 
while the girl's mother was high on methamphetamine. According to the Uintah County 
Sheriff's Office, the mother brought her 9-year-old daughter to spend Easter weekend 
with a friend. The mother and her friend went into the garage to smoke meth for about 
30 minutes. During that time, officers allege four men raped the 9-year-old girl who was 
sleeping on the sofa inside. All four suspects were booked into jail for first degree felony 
rape and first degree felony sodomy on a child. Police say the girl is now on state 
custody. 
 
Rape in Utah Study (aired 04/7/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Utah rape numbers are 
higher than the national average, while the state’s submission of rape kits is significantly 
lower. A BYU study cases concerns that Utah’s lack of prosecution could be creating 
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serial rapists. The viewer learns the latest on rape studies in Utah and why the numbers 
maybe higher, but the rape kit number is lower. 
 
Rape Kits Not Submitted To Labs - (aired 4/7/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – 
BYU Nursing Professor Julie Valentine conducted a well-publicized study two years 
ago, looking at rape cases in Salt Lake County. The study shows that despite funding 
and legislative efforts, a majority of testing kits in Utah still are not submitted to the state 
crime lab for analysis. The study shows that the lack of testing of rape kits is a re-
victimizing those who have been raped here in Utah. Even after a push last year to turn 
in all rape kits across the state, a majority remain un-submitted. Valentine's study 
suggests Utah's lack of prosecution could be creating serial rapists. 
 
Missionary Talks About Brussels Bombing- (aired 4/7/2016 @7pm for 1:30) – After 
living through the devastating Brussels explosions that killed at least 31 people and 
injured hundreds, one of those who were injured, 20-year-old missionary Joseph 
Empey, is back home in southern Utah and spoke with 2News about his experience. 
The LDS church says Joseph and his other companion, Elder Mason Wells, were 
accompanying a fellow missionary, 20-year-old Fanny Rachel Clain, who was heading 
to a mission assignment in Ohio. While Empey stood in line to check in, little did he 
know that he was within feet of where the bomb went off. After treatment at the hospital 
in Brussels, and then being moved to a hospital in Salt Lake City, and after a few weeks 
of treatment there, Empey was finally cleared to go home. 
 
Three Suspects in Custody - (aired 4/8/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – Three 
men are in custody for the murder of a Salt Lake City teen. Police apprehended two of 
the suspects, but asked for help searching for 25-year-old Gaethan Laguerre, who was 
involved in a shooting that left Jose Javier Fernandez, 18, dead. Authorities say 
Laguerre turned himself in early Friday afternoon. Two men, James Williams, 20, and 
William P-Graham, 20, were both arrested in connection with the homicide. Officers 
originally responded to a report of shots fired at a home near 211 N. Cornell Street. 
 
Toddler Found Wandering Alone - (aired 4/12/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) –  A 
two-year-old girl was found wandering a South Ogden street in her pajamas in the early 
morning. A passerby spotted the little girl at 40th and Madison and called police. They 
picked her up and started canvassing the area in search of the girl's parents. Police 
found the parents around noon, as they were returning home from work. Both parents 
told police they worked a swing shift. When they came home, they discovered their 
daughter was missing. They had left their eldest child, a 15-year-old boy, in charge 
during the time they were working. 
 
Injured LDS Missionary Now in Utah - (aired 4/19/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) 
– One month after the suicide bombings in Brussels, the most severely injured Utah 
Mormon missionary underwent surgery at University of Utah Medical Center. Richard 
Norby's surgeon, Dr. Stephen Morris, said he had burns to 35% of his body and had 
internal damage from shrapnel in the attack in Brussels on March 22. Norby's family 
said he was eating, sleeping, and doing therapy. The month long journey was a strain 
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on the family and their faith, but religion helped them through. Morris expected Norby to 
be in the hospital for weeks during his recovery. 
 
Salt Lake Cinema, Brewvies, Fined - (aired 4/19/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – 
A local cinema that serves alcohol is being fined and threatened by state authorities for 
showing the film, "Deadpool." According to paperwork filed by the Office of the Utah 
Attorney General, Brewvies Cinema Pub in Salt Lake City, violated the Alcoholic 
Beverage Control Act, by showing the film. They are now subject to a fine and possible 
suspension of their liquor license. According to Utah Code, an establishment that serves 
alcohol is forbidden to show a film that depicts a simulated sexual act, or shows a 
person being touched on their privates, or displaying genitals. In a letter to the Utah 
Attorney General and the Utah Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control, the attorney 
representing Brewvies called on the state to leave Brewvies alone or face a lawsuit. 
 
Utah Teen Sentenced - aired 4/25/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – Darwin 
Christopher Bagshaw will spend 15 years to life in prison for the murder for Annie 
Kasprazak. Bagshaw confessed to murdering his girlfriend, Annie Kasprzak, and 
dumping her body in the Jordan River. He pleaded guilty to the first degree felony 
earlier this year but was 14-years-old when he killed her while under the influence of 
drugs, according to his defense. He could spend the rest of his life in prison for the first 
degree felony murder after a guilty plea to the crime in February 29. 
 
44,000 Utah Kids Have Parents Behind Bars - (aired 4/25/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 
seconds) - A New Kids Count report out today reveals 44,000 Utah children have 
parents behind bars. Now there is a push for renewed efforts to focus on children and 
families of parents in prison. The new Kids Count report encourages kids to keep up 
relationships with parents behind bars whenever possible and safe. The Kids Count 
report suggests changes in laws that would allow men and women who leave the prison 
system to obtain food stamps to provide for their families. 
 
Increased Attendance at Zion National Park – (aired 4/25/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 
seconds) – Zion National Park has seen an increase in attendance as of late, as well as 
an increased amount of search and rescues in the park. With the summer months 
ahead park officials are offering a few helpful tips when it comes to exploring the 
southern Utah terrain. SAR coordinator for the park said it's important for visitors to 
keep on mind what their limitations are and to make sure to have a set plan of what 
you're going to do and where you're going to be so friends and family know where to 
find you. 
 
Interim Police Chief Named - (aired 4/26/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – More 
than 10 months after Salt Lake's chief of police was asked to resign, the city's new 
mayor has named his replacement. Mayor Jackie Biskupski announced she would 
appoint Mike Brown as chief of the Salt Lake City Police Department. Brown has been 
serving as interim police chief since June 2015 and has worked for the department 
since 1991. 
 

http://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title32B/Chapter1/C32B-1-S504_1800010118000101.pdf
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Lost Bike Found (aired 04/27/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A bike that was stolen has 
been found. 2News showed surveillance video of the theft the week before and a viewer 
gave tips to police that helped them find the bike. Viewers got an update to a story that 
we shared with them the week before. 
 
Two Teens Arrested for Threats - (aired 4/28/16 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Two teenage 
students at Highland High are in custody accused of making terroristic threats, 
statements later characterized as a "hoax." Staffers scoured Highland early Thursday, 
after the two boys were arrested for making "Columbine type" statements. Another 
student became aware of the comments and told his family, who went to the Salt Lake 
Police. Detective Victoria Montoya said the police were notified that the boys spoke of 
bringing weapons to school on Friday. Investigators searched the boys' homes, and did 
not find weapons, and no guns were found at the school. 
 
Smithfield Stabbing (aired 04/29/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Police in Cache Valley 
are investigating a deadly stabbing in Smithfield. A son, is accused of stabbing his 
father to death. Viewers learn the latest about the developing news that was happening 
that day. 
 
DNA Solved Cold Case (aired 05/09/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – Tooele police 
arrested a suspect in a five-year-old murder case thanks to DNA. Familial DNA was first 
used in 2010, but it’s only been used in the State Crime Lab for a year or two. Rogelia 
Diaz’s arrest was the State’s first and it’s the Nation’s first familial DNA case that 
brought a conviction. Viewers learn about the new technology crime experts are using 
to solve crimes. 
 
Doctor Sentenced (aired 05/09/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A doctor was sentenced 
for illegally distributing tens of thousands of pain killers. Simmon Wilcox was sentenced 
to 100 months in prison. He claimed he wasn’t the one writing the prescriptions and that 
someone else was using his doctor’s pad and forged his name. The judge didn’t buy it. 
The viewers learned what the doctor’s sentence was, after following the case through 
the judicial process. 
 
Trax Restored (aired 5/9/16 @7pm for 1:30 minutes) – Utah Transit Authority said the 
green line was restored in time for the evening commute.  The anticipated full-service 
announcement was made in the afternoon, just before the 4:30pm service was 
interrupted after a green line train jumped the tracks at the Center Pointe station the day 
before. UTA and South Salt Lake Police are looking into speed as a contributing factor 
for the derailment. 
 
Grand Jury in Utah- (aired 05/10/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A grand jury has been 
called to clear or take down one of the nation’s highest ranking senators among others. 
The impending grand jury involves a probe into Senator Harry Reid, the campaign of 
Mike Lee and former AG’s John Swallow and Mark Shurtleff.  Viewers learn about the 
grand jury, who it involves, and who is funding it. 
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UTA Cause of Crash (aired 05/11/2016 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) – New details 
developing about the TRAX train that de-railed over the weekend and sent several 
people to the hospital. Investigators say the TRAX driver was going too fast for the turn 
and the crash was a human error. The public is given an update on an accident that 
caused major TRAX delays for commuters over the weekend and into Monday.  
 
Centerville Kidnapping Suspect Search (aired 05/11/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – 
Investigators are searching for a father and son accused of brutally kidnapping and 
beating a mother and her four daughters in Centerville. The mother and her daughters 
were able to escape and call 911. The public is informed about the two wanted suspects 
who are on the run and are considered armed and dangerous. 
 
Centerville Kidnapping - (aired 5/11/16, @7pm, 1:30) – Police in Centerville are 
looking for two men they say kidnapped one woman and four teens and assaulted at 
least one of them with a baseball bat. A mother and her four daughters were invited to a 
home Tuesday @7pm for a BBQ by two men that the mother knew. Once the family 
was at the house,police said the suspects brought the visitors into a basement room 
where they had wire ties and duct tape ready. Police said they have found the suspects' 
2011 Silver Chevrolet Suburban in Firebreak Road, above Farmington, Utah. They are 
continuing to search for the men. 
 
UTA Closes Meetings - (aired 5/11/15 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - Amid controversy and an 
effort to rebuild public trust, UTA has moved its board-committee meetings behind 
closed doors. The move has outraged some public interest groups who keep a close 
eye on Utah tax payer dollars. UTA spokesperson Remi Barron says the change was 
made as part of an overhaul of the transit authority it believes will ultimately create more 
transparency.  Barron says people need to understand that while committee meetings 
will be closed, board meetings will be bigger, better and still open on a monthly basis. 
 
Centerville Kidnapping Update (aired 05/12/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – A mother of 
a man accused of kidnapping a mom and her four daughters says meth was the root of 
the attacks. The viewer is given an update on the bizarre crime situation that had been 
a big story in Utah news for that week.  
 
Kay Ricks Body Returns to Utah (aired 05/17/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The body 
of UTA worker Kay Ricks was returned home to his family in American Fork, just a week 
after he went missing. The 63-year-old man was found dead in Kemmerer, Wyoming. 
The public learns the latest details about the investigation and funeral details for the 
man who was murdered. 
 
Marijuana Related Crashes (aired 05/17/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Positive 
marijuana tests sky rocketed nearly 300% in three years when it comes to fatal Utah 
crashes. The numbers are staggering and officials say they could be linked to a 
legalization of marijuana in neighboring Colorado. The viewer learns the latest details 
about things that could be causing deadly accidents in their state. 
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Pleasant Grove Fatal Accident - (aired on 05/17/2016 @12pm, 1:00 minute)-A woman 
died after crashing her car in Pleasant Grove and the reason this story was unique was 
due to the circumstances of the crash. Two men had knocked on her door late at night 
telling her they were going to repossess her car. She refused and got in her car to 
escape the men and then a car chase ensued. She ended up crashing into a tree where 
she passed away from her injuries. This story was not just an ordinary car crash 
because it resulted in a fatality and it also opened up many questions about 
repossession companies. The men knocked on her door late at night and then chased 
her down and this made the public wonder about the rights of repossession companies 
and whether or not they have the right to chase people down the road. It is an 
investigation that could result in a follow up story and could also open up the door to 
questions regarding repossession companies. 
 
Motorcycle Crash Spike (aired 05/20/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Motorcycle deaths 
spiked 10% this past year, killing more than 5,000 nationwide. It was the deadliest year 
since 2008, with twice as many fatalities as seen in the 90’s. The viewer learns safety 
tips whether they drive a bike or a car, to keep everyone safe.  
 
Police Officer Shortage (aired 05/20/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – There’s a state-
wide decline in qualified applicants for a growing number of vacant law enforcement 
jobs. It’s a trend across the country as agencies are having trouble filling their ranks. 
Viewer learns what factors are affecting the shortage in Utah, and what departments are 
trying to do to fix it. 
 
Sex Trafficking Movie (aired 05/26/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Governor Gary 
Herbert and Attorney General Sean Reyes touted a sex trafficking movie at the capitol. 
The movie, called “The Abolitionists” is about sex trafficking in Columbia. It’s now 
showing in Utah Theaters and the proceeds go to fight sex trafficking. The public is 
informed about the movie, and how purchasing a movie ticket will help stop sex 
trafficking. 
 
Sundance Zipline Death Follow Up (aired 05/24/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Utah 
county investigators say they are getting closer to determining what caused a woman to 
die on a Sundance Zipline. The state medical examiner’s ruled the cause of death blunt 
force trauma. The medical examiner finished the autopsy and released the woman’s 
body back to her family. The viewer learns the latest information on the details on the 
freak accident. 
 
Husband Suspected in Death of Williams - (aired 05/23/16 @7pm, 1:30) – Police 
arrested the estranged husband of prominent Salt Lake City restaurateur, John 
Williams, who was killed in a fire at his home. Authorities believe 47-year-old Craig 
Crawford was responsible and that he acted alone. Crawford was booked into the Salt 
Lake County Jail on charges of aggravated murder and aggravated arson. Court 
records indicate Williams' and Crawford's relationship was going sour earlier this month, 
as Williams filed for divorce on May 4. Two days later, Williams filed for a temporary 
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restraining order that was not granted. On May 13, Williams filed for a temporary 
protective order that was denied by the court. Police said it appears Crawford was still 
living with Williams and detectives are looking for a possible attack motive. 
 
UTA Meeting (aired 05/24/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – More changes to the UTA 
meeting structure. After pressure from the public, and elected officials, UTA has decided 
to reserve its previous stance on closed door meetings. The viewer learns about the 
latest in the controversial meeting change that had some of the public upset. 
 
Harrison Investigation (aired 05/25/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – The FBI is working 
to build a timeline starting two weeks before after a Centerville mom and her four teens 
were kidnapped. They want a minute-by-minute account of where DJ and Flint were 
from their escape to when the body of Kay Ricks was found. The public is informed of 
the situation, so if they saw something, they know to call the FBI. 
 
FBI Names Person of Interest in Murder Case - (aired 05/25/16 @7pm, 1:30) – The 
Federal Bureau of Investigation officially named the Centerville kidnapping suspects as 
persons of interest connected to the UTA worker found murdered in Wyoming. In a 
press conference, investigators asked for the public's help to learn more about suspects 
Flint Wayne Harrison and Dereck James "DJ" Harrison and their whereabouts between 
Tues., May 10 and Sat., May 14. The Harrisons were arrested in Sublette County, 
Wyoming at the conclusion of a multi-agency manhunt. Sublette County shares a border 
with Lincoln County, where UTA worker Kay Ricks' body was discovered days later. 
 
Kay Ricks Murder Tips (aired 05/26/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The FBI says its 
plea for help into the investigation into the murder of Kay Ricks is generating new 
information. Investigators say they could still use more. The public is kept up-to-date on 
a very high profile murder investigation.  
 
Hogle Zoo (aired 05/30/16 @7pm, 1:30) – Days after a toddler entered the enclosure of 
silverback gorilla in the Cincinnati Zoo, Utah's Hogle Zoo keepers talked about their own 
protocol and safety for those coming to see the great apes. Zoo officials said it would be 
a worst nightmare type of an emergency if it was to happen at Utah's Hogle Zoo but she 
said they do train for such a thing. She said if a child was to fall into one of their exhibits, 
first they would use sound commands and objects to try and lure the animal away from 
the person. But if that didn't work, and tranquilizing was too dangerous, they would put 
the animal down. 
 
Road Rage Murder (aired 05/30/16 @7pm, 1:30) - Police have charged a 24-year-old 
man for murder in the shooting death of a skateboarder that took place over the 
weekend. According to the arrest report, Aaron Pierce admitted to shooting 30-year-old 
Malu Toala in the street after a brief altercation at a stop light. Family said Malu was 
headed to a graduation party for his niece and he never showed up. It wasn't until later 
that afternoon they realized what had happened. The Toala family has learned there 
were people with Malu as he was taking his last breath and they are trying to reach 
them to get more answers to their questions about what happened. 
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Cycling Community Concerns (aired 05/31/16 @7pm 1:30) - The cycling community 
asked for help from drivers following an accident that left one of their own in serious 
condition. The cyclist claimed he was hit by a SUV who fled the scene. The man 
underwent spinal surgery and physical therapy to regain movement and feeling in his 
legs. Other cyclists said the incident is a reminder for drivers to give cyclists a three-foot 
cushion of space and to slow down. They also asked drivers to be aware of them during 
the busy and dangerous travel season. 
 
Man Shot Dead - (aired 05/31/16 @7pm 1:30) – Investigators arrested two men who 
are charged with robbing and murdering a man who was found shot to death in the 
parking lot of a Cottonwood Heights credit union last week. Marco Garcia, 26, and Jorge 
Castanon, 34, are both in the Salt Lake County jail on charges of aggravated murder 
and aggravated robbery, both first-degree felonies. Garcia and Castanon are both listed 
as citizens of Mexico. According to the report, Garcia and Castanon admitted to 
arranging to rob Mauricio Martinez, 31, but during the robbery Martinez was shot and 
killed. Investigators have not released a possible motive in the killing and say they may 
still make additional arrests. 
 
Safe Haven Law (aired 06/06/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A 3-month-old baby girl is 
abandoned by her own mother. The baby was given to a Salt Lake couple who’d never 
met the woman. The viewer learns about the Safe Haven law and which situations it 
applies to, as well as how the story played out for the baby in this case. 
 
Magna Cold Case Murder (aired 06/06/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A 3-month-old 
baby girl is abandoned by her own mother. The baby was given to a Salt Lake couple 
who’d never met the woman. The viewer learns about the Safe Haven law and which 
situations it applies to, as well as how the story played out for the baby in this case. 
 
Salt Lake Firefighters Rescue Man - (aired 6/6/2016 @7pm for 1 minute 30 seconds) 
– Authorities believe a three-alarm fire at a Salt Lake City apartment complex likely 
started after an occupant failed to properly extinguish a cigarette on a top floor balcony. 
The fire spread from there, consuming four units on the second and third floor on the 
building. At least 18 units were evacuated at 1156 S. Foothill Drive and one man had to 
be rescued by ladder from his third story unit. According to officials, four units were 
destroyed by fire. An additional two units took significant water damage. Occupants in 
15 other units are displaced for the foreseeable future until utilities are restored. The 
damage estimate is between $500,000 and $750,000. 
 
Hogle Zoo Mystery Solved - (aired 6/8/2016 @7pm, 1:30) – Zeya, the wily Amur 
Leopard, who escaped from her enclosure at Utah's Hogle Zoo, may have found a 
weakness in the zoo's caging that surrounds her display. The enclosure is lined on the 
sides by mesh with opening that are 3-by-3 inches wide, and the roof is topped by mesh 
that has openings that are 6-by-6 inches. Zookeepers think Zeya may have climbed up 
the sides of her enclosure and squeezed through a hole in the larger mesh canopy. 
 
 

http://kutv.com/news/local/hogle-zoo-investigating-leopard-escape
http://kutv.com/news/local/escaped-leopard-may-have-squeezed-through-security-mesh-officials-say
http://kutv.com/news/local/escaped-leopard-may-have-squeezed-through-security-mesh-officials-say
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Police Chase (aired 6/9/2016 @7pm for 1:30) – A criminal suspect is in police custody 
after leading authorities on a wild pursuit across the Salt Lake Valley Monday morning. 
It began with a routine traffic stop on Interstate 15 near 2300 South after 9am.  The 
driver of a white Cadillac Deville wasn't wearing his seat belt. When the suspect was 
approached by a state trooper, he sped off. The vehicle then headed downtown, to the 
Triad Center, where security officers reported the driver was trying to ram through a 
gate. Unsuccessful, the driver and the female companion jumped on TRAX and headed 
to 900 South, where police arrested the woman and chased the man on foot to a 
backyard shed where he tried to hide. Authorities identified the male suspect as 25-
year-old Elliott Hanson, a fugitive for violating probation. 
 
Lyle Jeffs Update - (aired 6/9/2016 @7pm, 1:30) – Lyle Jeffs, brother of imprisoned 
FLDS leader Warren Jeffs, has been granted release from jail as he awaits his federal 
trial on conspiracy charges, including food stamp fraud and money laundering. 
Conditions of Jeffs' release include home confinement, electric monitoring and no 
contact with witnesses, according to the court order. He will stay in a house somewhere 
in Salt Lake County and will be allowed to leave the home for doctor appointments, 
religious services and a job. Jeffs, who has been leading polygamist communities in 
Hildale and Colorado City, is one of 11 members of the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints facing charges of conspiracy to commit Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program benefits fraud and conspiracy to commit money 
laundering. 
 
Police Shooting (aired 6/11/2016 @7pm, 1:30) - he Salt Lake County District 
Attorney's Office said a police shooting last fall, in which an officer shot the wrong man, 
was a "mistake" but "not criminal in nature." It was October 2015, a Unified Police officer 
pulled over a vehicle near a Midvale car wash. The officer took cover when the suspect 
repeatedly shot at him. Officer Tsouras lost sight of the triggerman, then spotted a man 
he thought was the suspect trying to get into the car wash office. Tsouras fired at the 
man he thought was Bowden, but it turned out to be another man named Dustin Evans. 
 
Social Media Helps Capture Vandal - (aired 6/14/2016 @7pm, 1:30) – A San Diego 
woman who vandalized rock formations in seven national parks across the 
west pleaded guilty in federal court. Casey Nocket, 23, was caught in 2014 after 
investigators saw that she had posted pictures of her work on social media. During that 
time Nocket stopped in two national parks in Utah, Canyonlands and Zion. Aly Baltrus, 
public information officer for Zion National Park said social media is both encouraging 
vandalism and helping solve these crimes. Baltrus believes people are almost more 
inclined to break the rules when they have such a large audience, which is present on 
social media like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 
 
Urgent Donations Needed - (aired 6/14/2015 @7pm, 1:30) In the wake of the Orlando 
shooting, hundreds even thousands stood in line to donate blood in central Florida. 
Three days later, the call for blood is still rampant for World Blood Donation Day. The 
overwhelming need for blood in Orlando raised awareness. The Red Cross is asking 
that people remember that do-good feeling and continue it year round; especially this 

http://kutv.com/news/local/woman-pleads-guilty-to-defacing-rocks-at-zion-6-other-national-parks
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summer when the need is high. Orlando's needs were met and exceeded in the first 24 
hours after the attack.  
 
Trauma Centers Prepare - (aired 6/14/2016 @7pm, 1:30) – In the wake of America's 
deadliest mass shooting, Utah trauma centers say they are prepared to handle mass 
shooting scenarios. IMC's emergency preparation coordinator, Lisa Schwartz, said the 
key to successfully treating patients and updating their families starts in the field. After 
triage in the field, the most severely injured patients will be taken to one of Utah's three 
level 1 trauma centers: The University of Utah Medical Center, Primary Children's 
Hospital, or Intermountain Medical Center. IMC has regular training, including weekly 
courses. Schwartz agreed, the training has evolved due to the increase in mass 
shootings in our culture. 
 
Right to Die - (aired 6/15/2016 @7pm, 1:30) – The husband of Brittany Maynard 
advocated “End of Options Act” in Utah. Dan Diaz promised her prior to her death in 
November 2014 that he would advocate so other patients facing a terminal diagnosis 
could have the same option as Brittany. Utah End of Options Act would bring medical 
aid in dying as an option for terminally ill patients in Utah. Lawmakers are studying the 
issue during an interim-work session ahead of next year's legislative session. 
 

DIVERSITY 
Pay Gap in Utah (aired 04/05/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – A new national study is out 
on the gender pay gap, and Utah is the second worst in the nation. Experts say women 
won’t see equality in pay in Utah until 2102 when almost every living Utahan is dead. 
The viewer learns about the pay for men in Utah versus the pay for women in Utah.  
 
Anti-Discrimination Aftermath (aired on 04/26/2016 @7pm, 1:45 minutes)- The state 
of Utah put an Anti-Discrimination law into effect one year ago and this story was a 
review of the past year. The state says nearly every case filed under the anti-
discrimination law has been tossed out with no action taken. State and LGBT leaders 
say that doesn’t necessarily mean the new law isn’t working. The new bill was lauded as 
a victory, but soon the bill came into the hands of the Utah Labor commission to enforce 
the law. The state reported eighteen complaints were received for “employment 
discrimination of those 18 cases, seven were dismissed without action, eight were 
dismissed for “lack of jurisdiction” and three are currently being processed. Officials say 
the complaints aren’t always a violation of the law. This was significant because the 
Anti-discrimination law was a major bill that was highly praised when it was passed and 
many viewers wanted to know how it was doing one year later. This story looked at 
specific cases of discrimination that were going unreported and investigation whether or 
not they are in violation of the bill. This bill was significant enough to where it would 
need a follow up one year later and it is an issue that is still prominent today. 
 
Tyler Glenn/Neon Trees (aired 04/29/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – The lead singer for 
Provo’s Neon Trees just released a new music video torching the LDS Church. Tyler 
Glenn’s has been very vocal in the past about the fact that he is gay and an active 
member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  But now he is attacking the 
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Church for recent policy change and he is expressing his frustration in a new song.  
Tonight his band performed in their home town of Provo on the same day Glenn’s new 
and controversial single was released.  This story gives Glenn a chance to explain why 
he is now distancing himself from the church and why voice his frustration in song.  Our 
story also gives fans, many of whom are members of the LDA Church, a chance to 
express their opinion about the new song. 
 
American Filipino Soldiers (aired 05/30/16 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – An American 
Filipino man from Utah wants to be recognized and honored for his services to the U.S.  
From 1941 to 1944, hundreds of thousands of Filipino soldiers fought under the 
command of American generals against the Japanese. The Philippines, a 
commonwealth of the United States, faced one of World War II's worst defeats at the 
hands of the Japanese. Yet, the U.S. has refused to honor and recognized those who 
died on the battlefield. In exchange for service in the United States armed forces, 
soldiers were promised citizenship and full veterans’ service. As the U.S. honors its 
fallen, Filipino-Americans who served under the U.S. flag are left out of the day of 
remembrance. 
 
Hawaiians Offended (aired 05/31/16 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – A Hawaiian family is not 
happy with a high school policy banning leis from its ceremony. The family said the 
policy can be seen as discrimination because its tradition for many Polynesian and 
Hawaiian families. Canyons School District said, "You allow one student to wear 
something outside of the policy then you open up the gate to anybody being able to 
wear anything." 
 
Transgender Bathrooms (aired on 05/18/2016 @7pm, 1:00 minute) – In reaction to 
the Obama administration’s stance on transgender bathrooms, citizens were 
demonstrating at the capitol. President Obama said transgender kids need protection 
but state officials say it’s not a federal issue and should not be one to be decided at the 
federal level. The reporter also talked to parents who were very vocal about it the issue 
and they wanted to get their message across. This was significant because it took a 
local angle on a national issue that was causing much controversy across the country. It 
let viewers know about how their local leaders felt about the issue and where they stand 
on transgender bathrooms. 
  
96-Year-Old Vet Honored (aired 05/25/16 @7pm 2:00 minutes – Dan Eastman donned 
the same dress uniform he wore when he served as a proud, patriotic pilot in the cause 
of freedom more than 70 years ago. Military men much younger than he, presented 
Eastman with a flag and saluted him for his service at a retirement community in 
Murray, where the 96-year-old recalled his experiences as a bomber pilot. Stationed at 
Wendover, then California, then Europe, Eastman said he bombed German torpedo 
boats, and was sent on a harrowing mission to take out a bridge in France. The national 
World War II Museum said 16 million people from the United States served in World 
War II. Now, according to the organization, less than 1 million are still alive. Eastman 
said honors or not just for him, but for others who served including his friends who died 
on his final bombing run. 
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Utah Suing Federal Government (aired 05/30/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Utah is 
suing the Federal Government over bathrooms. Utah is one of ten states that joined 
Texas in challenging the letter from the administration requiring schools to let 
transgender students use the bathroom of the sex they say they are, which may not be 
the sex they are born with. The viewers learn what their state is doing in response to a 
controversial situation going on across the U.S. 
 
Transgender Bathrooms (aired 06/13/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – Public schools are 
now in the center of the transgender rights controversy. In a bold move the Obama 
administration issues new guidelines allowing students to use the bathroom based on 
their gender identity, and not their birth certificate. Viewers learn what Utah schools are 
required to do, and what the backlash would be if they didn’t.  
 

EDUCATION 
St. George After School Program (aired 4/4/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – 
Graduation rates have been a touchy topic for years in Utah but over that period of time 
many programs have popped up and become available for students in need. One of 
those programs is trying to spread throughout the state, it is called the School of Life, 
run by the School of Life Foundation. It is based out of St. George and it is a high school 
program that focuses on character and life based skills, which has already been 
incorporated into all of Washington County Schools, including pilot programs within the 
elementary and middle schools. The School of Life program’s goal to increase high 
school graduation rates and show the students that they have more power than they 
thought. 
 
Teacher Awarded (aired 04/26/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A North Salt Lake teacher 
was awarded with top honors for making her classroom welcoming for students with 
special needs. Ms. Lebaraon teaches third grade at Orchard Elementary School in 
North Salt Lake. She was recently named “Teacher of the Year” by the Utah Autism 
Council. The viewer learns about a teacher that is going above and beyond and being 
recognized for it. 
 
Sage Testing (aired 05/11/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Governor Herbert wants an 
end to Sage Testing for high school students. The Governor called a special session to 
vote on the matter. Some say the move by the Governor is nothing more than a political 
move to gain voters. Viewers learn about what is happening at the capitol that affects 
high school students now, and in the future. 
 
Jordan School District Bond (aired 05/12/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The Jordan 
School District is proposing a new $245 million bond that will be on the November 
ballot. Families were concerned how much this would cost them. The average family will 
pay an additional $16.80 a year on their taxes, but it will drop off in a matter of years 
when the bond it paid off. The viewer learns what a new school bond would mean for 
their taxes, and what the new bond would mean for schools. 
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Hildale New School (aired 05/12/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Hildale has a new 
school. The city spend nearly $10 million to renovate one of the polygamist cities’ 
storehouses into a school where 7th through 12th graders will go to school. For the past 
two years, kids from kindergarten to seniors all attended the same school. Viewers are 
informed about what’s happening in the FLDS town and how they went about building a 
new school. 
 
Education Funding (aired 05/17/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Utah Lawmakers will go 
into special session tomorrow to restore millions of dollars in education money that 
Governor Gary Herbert vetoed. The Governor said the money wasn’t needed. The 
viewer learns about the education funding, and what lawmakers are deciding about it.  
 
Graduation Rates (aired 06/1/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – West High School 
Students that were graduating this year took a walk through the halls of local middle 
schools to encouraging students to stay in school. 
 
Abortion Test Question (aired 06/02/2016 @7pm, 2:10 minutes) – The state office of 
education is launching an investigation into one very controversial question on a high 
school exam.  The question was over how a family should decide if the mother should 
have an abortion. Only one answer noted the life of the unborn child, the other death 
with genetic testing, doctor’s knowledge and the mother should make the call. The 
question was on a Biology class final for the Utah Electronic High School, which is 
actually run right out of the state education office.  A 10th grader took a picture of the 
question and posted it online, sparking controversy. Even more shocking is the teacher 
didn’t even know the question was on the test.  This story explains how education 
officials are handling the issues and explains why some people believe the question 
was highly inappropriate. 
 

ENVIRONMENT 
Kennecott Preparation (aired 4/7/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – Kennecott 
employees were evacuated from a portion of the Bingham Canyon Copper Mine earlier 
this week when movement was detected in the area. Officials say it was a minor 
incident and mostly precautionary, but they are monitoring another area close by, where 
activity could occur this spring. Mine officials say mountain snow melt above the 
western wall could lead to a "possible" landslide in the next few months, but they will 
know it's coming. Kennecott officials say they have at least seven monitoring systems in 
place to detect movement. 
 
Vandalism in Zion National Park – (aired 4/12/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – 
Vandalism is hitting our country's national parks hard, and it's keeping park rangers on 
their toes. That problem echoes all the way to Southern Utah. Zion National Park 
officials said the problem is only getting worse with the record breaking attendance. 
Russell Cash, park ranger and archaeologist said only 20% of the park has been 
surveyed but he and a number of other crews in the park keep track of nearly 500 
archaeological sites in the park. In order to put a stop to this vandalism, signs, fences 
and even cacti have been put up as a preventative measure. Cash said video cameras 
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and extra security have been part of that discussion, but there's not enough manpower 
to handle that at this point. 
 
Compost Production Prompts Complaints (aired 4/18/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 
seconds) – After nearly three years, some residents in Pleasant Grove have complained 
of a stench coming from the compost site in the Timpanogos special service district. 
Recently, following serious discussion and a lawsuit, the district agreed to a 
compromise that will mitigate that odor in the near future. Pleasant Grove City officials 
said those being affected by this smell are incoming contractors and businesses looking 
to start up on empty development which is mostly located off Interstate 15 and Pleasant 
Grove Boulevard. Now, after the judge dealing with the lawsuit dismissed the damages, 
a five year plan was developed that would phase out of compost in the next five years. 
 
Earthquake Imminent (aired 4/19/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) - The lead author 
of a study that warns of a major Utah earthquake warned Utah parents that their 
children's schools may not be a safe place during an earthquake. In a meeting at the 
Utah State Capitol a first time system for earthquake prediction research was 
presented. Results of the study show roughly a one-in-two chance of an earthquake 
with a magnitude of 5 or larger striking Utah in the next 50 years. The forecast allows 
scientists to predict the probability of an earthquake, but not when it will occur. 
 
Electric Bikes (aired 04/20/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A local organization is giving 
money to Utah in an effort to make the commute for state employees a little more fun 
and a little more green. They’re providing electric bikes for state employees. They can 
rent the bikes from state capitol and ride around the city without taking a car. The viewer 
learns what the state is doing to try and help cut back on air pollution. 
 
Clean Air Busses (aired 04/21/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The American Lung 
Association says Utah has some of the most polluted air in the country. UTA announced 
battery operated busses to help with air quality. The viewer learns what local 
transportation companies are doing to help the environment. 
 
GSL Invasive Weeds (aired 05/17/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – An invasive weed is 
choking the Great Salt Lake and sucking water from Native Plants and robbing species 
of their natural habitat. The public learns about the weed and what experts are doing to 
help save the environment from the invasive weed. 
 
Zion National Park (aired 5/25/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – For the last 10 years, the 
increasing amount of visitors driving through the gates of Zion National Park has taken 
a toll on the trails, buildings and surrounding communities. Park officials project 1 million 
additional visitors within the next two years. With all the traffic and future attention from 
visitors, Superintendent Jeff Bradybaugh said the park has decided to open things up 
and allow public comment in a series of meetings. In those meetings the hope is to 
gather ideas for how to deal with the influx of visitors and what can be done to help 
residents, businesses and visitors in the future. 
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Water Levels (aired 06/1/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – As temperatures soar this 
weekend, water levels will rise. Spring runoff will peak this weekend, making for a 
dangerous mix if you’re not careful near Utah’s waterways. Viewers learn that if they’re 
going to the mountains, they need to watch small children around the water.  

 
GOVERNMENT/POLITICAL 
Veteran Resources (aired 4/4/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Utah's Congressional 
delegates are now calling for more veteran mental health services in Northern Utah. An 
estimated 45,000 veterans live north of Salt Lake County. Many of them are forced to 
commute to Salt Lake City for mental health treatment, which means, by choice, some 
vets go without. Currently, there are three veteran centers in Utah: Salt Lake City, Provo 
and St. George. The offices are typically located in strip-malls, where veterans can 
discreetly pop-in for a visit with mental health professionals, trained to help with 
difficulties that come after returning from military service and war. 
 
Governor talks Johnson (aired 04/05/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – GOP Candidate 
Johnathon Johnson wants the AG to take action against Governor Gary Herbert’s re-
election campaign. Johnson says Herbert’s campaign released a form that had 
Johnson’s personal information on it, and that’s against the law. The viewer learns what 
the Governor has to say about the accusations against his campaign. 
 
Gary Ott Controversy (aired 04/06/16 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The woman at the 
center of nepotism concerns in the Salt Lake County Recorder’s Office spoke to 2News. 
Karmen Sanone says her personal life is just that – personal. She insists that she’s 
getting no special favors in her position at the county. The viewer hears her side of the 
story that had been reported earlier in the week. 
  
Trump Wall Proposal (aired 04/06/2016 @7pm, 2:15 minutes) – Presidential 
candidate, Donald Trump, has announced details of his plan to build a wall between 
Mexico and the United States.  Trump is now saying he will force Mexico to actually pay 
for the wall but some critics say they don’t think his plan will work.  University of Utah 
professor, Claudio Holzner, says there are legal question about Trump’s plan and 
Mexican leaders have already said they will not pay for a wall.  This story explains the 
details of Trump’s plan and allows local experts to weigh in on the legal implications of 
the controversial plan. 
 
Utah Governor Candidates (aired 4/18/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Three candidates 
for Utah governor announced their running mates who would serve as the state's 
lieutenant governor if elected this fall. Republican Jonathan Johnson announced he's 
running with Robyn Bagley, the founder of a Kaysville charter high school. Democrat 
Mike Weinholtz announced that his running mate is Kim Bowman, a community 
councilman in a Salt Lake City neighborhood. His Democratic opponent, Vaughn Cook, 
announced he would be running with community activist Jan Garbett. Republican Gov. 
Gary Herbert is running for re-election this year with his current Lt. Gov. Spencer Cox. 
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Health Hazard (aired 4/19/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Utah Gov. Gary R. Herbert 
signed two pieces of legislation that names pornography a public health crisis. This 
resolution declares that pornography is "a public health hazard leading to a broad 
spectrum of individual and public health impacts and societal harms." The resolution 
claims Utah would be the first state in the nation to make such a declaration. The 
resolution has no punishing powers and it doesn't specifically ban pornography in the 
state. 
 
Powell Drops Out (aired 04/21/2016 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – In a surprise move, 
Representative Kraig Powell has withdrawn from his house race but he is not going 
quietly. Powell says thing have simply gotten too ugly in his race and in Utah politics 
overall.  He claims he is sparing his district from the divisiveness of the campaign 
between himself and his republican challenger, Tim Quinn.  But Quinn says the 
campaign was never divisive.  This story explains why a well-known lawmaker is leaving 
office, give his opponent a chance to weigh-in on the surprise decision and explains 
what Powell plans to do in the future. 
 
BLM Lottery Pick (aired 04/27/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The BLM is changing how 
tourists get permits to popular destinations like The Wave. Right now people walk in and 
fill out an application, are assigned a number and they let the balls roll. Now people can 
apply online. Viewers learn how the BLM lottery has changed, and made it easier to 
apply.  
 
Brewvies Controversy (aired 4/28/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – With the controversy 
over the recently publicized threat to sue the movie theater for showing "Deadpool" and 
serving alcohol, the Democratic candidate for Attorney General says Utah should stop 
prosecuting dumb laws. John Harper said bad legal decisions just cost Utah taxpayers 
money. Harper agrees that movies are clearly protected free speech by the First 
Amendment. 
 
DABC Latest (aired 04/29/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The Brewvies movie theater 
sued the DABC after they were threatened for showing the movie “Deadpool.” An 
attorney says the state law would punish Brewvies and is unconstitutional. The AG 
office says they don’t make the law, but they will uphold it. The viewers learn the latest 
on the battle between Brewvies and the State of Utah. 
 
People Lose Jobs at Airport (aired 4/29/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Pilots and 
dozens of others are losing their jobs at the South Valley Regional Airport or Airport II in 
West Jordan. It is all happening over a lease agreement dispute by Leading Edge 
Aviation the Fixed Base Operator or FBO of the airport and the Salt Lake City 
Department of Airports. On May 15, the airport is shutting down operation and services 
to pilots and its air crafts because that is when its five year lease is up with the city. It 
has not been able to negotiate a deal to extend that lease. According to Leading Edge 
Aviation, the deal is very complicated but says the city wants an extra $300,000 more 
than what they were willing to pay. As a result, about 40 employees will lose their jobs, 
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including airplane mechanics that run the shop and flight instructors that run the flight 
school put on by Leading Edge. 
 
New Laws (aired on 05/10/2016 @7pm, 1:10 minutes) – On the day this story aired, 
356 new laws went into effect in Utah. This story went over some of the new laws and 
what they meant to the public and how they would change the laws in Utah. One of the 
laws was a bill requiring abortion doctors to give pain killers to any fetus more than 20 
weeks old before an abortion. Opponents said studies showed the fetal brain may not 
be developed enough to feel pain even though fetuses of 20 weeks flinch when they are 
poked with a needle. Another bill would extend Medicaid to 16,000 Utahans and when 
this became law, the state of Utah must apply to the federal government for permission 
to extend the program on a limited basis. This was significant because many things 
were going to change after the new laws went into effect and many people in Utah 
would want to know about the changes. This story also explained some of the laws and 
looked at both sides of the issues. They talked to opponents and supporters on various 
issues and gave viewers a better explanation of some of these laws. It let viewers know 
how these laws would change their lives and if they would be affected by these laws. 
 
Doctors and Fetal Pain Law (aired 5/10/2016 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Some 
physicians are still in the dark on what the controversial Senate Bill 234 means, and are 
asking for clarification. The new law took effect Tuesday. The bill "requires a physician 
who performs an abortion of an unborn child who is at least 20 weeks gestational age to 
administer an anesthetic or analgesic to eliminate or alleviate organic pain to the unborn 
child." Dr. Leah Torres said the bill is unclear in what "administer" means. She asked 
lawmakers to explain what the bill means, but did not get an answer. Dr. Teresa Durbin 
consulted with lawmakers and recommended pain and amnesia medication to be 
administered by fetal injection. There are certain exemptions from this law that Torres 
said do not make sense. If the child was a product of rape or incest, if the procedure is 
necessary for the health of the woman, or if the fetus is unviable, the fetus does not 
need to be administered pain relief. Planned Parenthood said SB 234 will not keep them 
from practicing abortions. 
 
Porn Opt-in Bill (aired 05/20/2016 @7pm, 2:25 minutes) – The lawmaker who got 
pornography declared a public health crisis in Utah is ready to take the idea the next 
level.  Senator Todd Weiler wants to make it more difficult to get porn in Utah by 
requiring internet provider to allow their customer to “opt-in” if they would like access to 
pornography.  But first amendment lawyers say the proposal is unconstitutional.  This 
story gives Senator Weiler a chance to explain why he feels this bill is an important and 
give opponents the opportunity to defend their position on the matter. 
 
Outdoor Groups Criticize Utah Lands Push (aired 5/23/2016 @7pm for 1:30 minutes) 
- Leaders of Utah's outdoors industry and a conservation group say outdoor recreation 
in the state would be harmed if Utah took control of vast swaths of public land from the 
federal government. The group is putting up billboards in Utah, Colorado, Nevada and 
Arizona that criticize the push by Republican state officials to take control of about 30 
million acres. They argue that Utah would have to sell off public land or ramp up drilling 

http://kutv.com/news/local/doctors-unsure-how-to-comply-with-new-utah-fetal-pain-law
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and mining to be able to afford the cost of managing the land. Utah legislators say the 
state would be a better manager. They've set aside $4.5 million for a potential lawsuit 
over the issue. Lawmakers say Utah's legal claim to the land lies in the enabling act 
Congress passed allowing Utah to become a state, but critics dispute that. 
 
Utah and Transgender Directive (aired 5/25 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Utah and 10 
other states are suing the Obama administration over a new directive about transgender 
students in public schools. The lawsuit also includes Texas, Oklahoma, Alabama, 
Wisconsin, West Virginia, Tennessee, Maine, Oklahoma, Louisiana and Georgia. The 
challenge follows a federal directive to U.S. schools this month to let transgender 
students use the bathrooms and locker rooms that match their gender identity. 
Conservative states had vowed defiance since the Justice Department handed down 
the guidance. U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch has said "there is no room in our 
schools for discrimination." The lawsuit accuses the Obama administration of "running 
roughshod over commonsense policies" that protect children. It asks a judge to declare 
the directive unlawful. 
 
Safe Haven Law (aired 05/23/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – It’s been 15 years since 
Utah passed one of the nation’s first Newborn Safe Haven Laws. The law allows 
mothers to leave their unwanted newborn babies at hospitals without fear of 
prosecution. Utah was one of the first states to adopt such a law. The viewer was able 
to hear from a 14-year-old that was saved by the Safe Haven Law and was placed with 
a family. 
 
Wingpoint Golf (aired 05/25/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A city-managed golf course 
that shut down last winter may find new life. In a contentious council meeting last night, 
a measure was approved by a 4-3 vote that would spend city money to keep the course 
maintained, but not re-open the course. Viewers learn what is going on with golf 
courses they used to play. 
 
Democratic Superdelegates (aired 05/26/2016 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – Utah voters 
had overwhelmingly support for Bernie Sanders and Sanders wants the state’s four 
superdelegates to reflect their choice at the convention this summer. The viewer learns 
the details behind the delegates and how what’s happening in Utah can affect the vote 
at the convention. 
 

HEALTH/HEALTHCARE 
Cruise Ship Baby (aired 4/1/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – A Utah baby that 
was born at 23 weeks gestation on a cruise ship was reunited with flight paramedics 
who brought him back to Utah. Haiden was born more than 100 miles off the coast of 
Puerto Rico at just 1.5 pounds. Haiden could not fly home or travel by car because of 
his fragile state. The family was stuck, until the University of Utah AirMed team flew the 
preemie back in November. Now 7-months-old, Haiden is healthy and happy, and so 
are his parents. 
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Hepatitis C at Utah Hospitals (aired 4/4/2016 @7pm for 1 min 30 seconds) – The 
Utah Department of Health released findings in a months-long investigation after 
thousands of patients were potentially exposed to Hepatitis C at two northern Utah 
hospitals. Of the more than 7,000 potential exposures, the department confirmed 16 
cases of Hepatitis C. The department's investigation began after it was discovered that 
heath care worker at McKay-Dee Hospital was taking drugs and using them for other 
purposes, according to a department spokesperson. 
 
Reducing Patient Emergency Room Wait Times (aired 4/11/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 
15 seconds) - A shift in emergency room care is reducing the amount of time patients 
spend in the hospital. AcceleratED Care is helping Intermountain Medical Center’s 
Emergency Department reduce patient wait times by assessing who needs help right 
away, who needs an ER bed, and who can be part of the AcceleratED Care group. This 
group makes up 20% of patients visiting the emergency department and are able to be 
treated without ever having to take up a bed. This also means AcceleratED Care 
patients will only receive the care they need; no unnecessary IVs, scans, or 
medications. That is good news for patients because it also means a lower cost.  
 
Connecting with Patients (aired 4/14/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - A new 
program at Alta View Hospital is connecting patients with their care providers in a 
unique way. Here’s how it works. As a patient arrives they are given a patient 
engagement packet. Included in the packet is information as well as “Patient 
Engagement Cards.” These cards resemble baseball cards but provide information 
about the staff. This helps patients connect on a more personal level and assists them 
in remembering who is providing their care. So far, the response to the cards program 
has been overwhelmingly positive.  
 
Donate Life Month (aired 4/18/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - April is National 
Donate Life Month and currently nearly 124,000 people are waiting for an organ 
transplant. We meet one man whose life was saved thanks to a donated liver, however 
unfortunately he’s the exception. Today around 17,000 people are waiting for liver 
transplants, but only 6,000 livers will become available this year. That’s why organ 
donation is so important. By becoming an organ donor, you have the potential to extend 
not just one life, but a total of eight life-saving transplants can be performed from a 
single donor.  
 
Porn and Health (aired on 04/19/2016 @7pm, 1:15 minutes)- The Utah Legislature had 
named pornography a public health crisis. Senator Todd Weiler sponsored a Utah 
legislative resolution that declared pornography a public health crisis and a number of 
speakers came out saying it hurts adults and children. At the same time, Utah is 
prosecuting Brewvies Pub for showing the movie Deadpool while serving beer. 
Brewvies came back saying that their first-amendment rights were violated. The 
resolution doesn’t change any laws, but people still want action against pornography. 
This story was significant because pornography is a major issue in the country and in 
the state of Utah. Declaring pornography a public health crisis takes this issue to a more 
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serious level and it could cause viewers to think more about how they protect their 
families from pornography. 
 
Diagnosing Heart Failure (aired 4/21/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Over 5-
million Americans are suffering from heart failure which means the heart is having 
trouble pumping blood to the rest of the body and working harder than normal. Today, 
doctors at Intermountain Medical Center Heart Institute have found they’re able to 
diagnose heart failure near the beginning of a hospital visit. This has reduced the 
amount of time patients have to stay in the hospital, allows doctors to spend more time 
with their patients, and has led to better overall health for patients.  
 
Medical Marijuana (aired 4/26/2016 @7pm, 1 min 30 seconds) – Two years after Utah 
clinical trials began, researchers say pharmaceutical grade cannabis is yielding 
promising results for epilepsy patients. Trials for Epidolex, a liquid, purified form of 
cannabidiol (CBD) began in 2014, conducted by the University of Utah's Division of 
Pediatric Neurology. Two years later, medical researchers cite a 40 percent decrease in 
frequency and severity of epileptic seizures in their early results. About 30 Utahans 
have participated in the trial, which focuses on young adults and children with epilepsy. 
Most families reported seizure relief after beginning the trial, with one participant 
reporting being completely seizure free after using Epidolex. 
 
Intermountain Connect Care (aired 5/5/16 @7pm, runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - You 
never choose when to get sick. It can happen in the middle of the night or during the 
weekend. Unfortunately, if it’s not during normal office hours it can be difficult to see a 
healthcare provider right away...until now. Intermountain Connect Care is providing 
virtual visits and allowing patients to see a provider anytime, anywhere. These visits are 
done virtually and save time by eliminating the drive to and from an appointment and 
often times, reducing wait times. It’s also affordable. For anyone who wants to use the 
service there is a $49 charge.  
 
Dexa Scans (aired 5/12/16 @7pm, runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Many people refer to 
BMI and the scale when determining overall health, but the scale doesn’t tell the entire 
story. However, there’s a machine that just might. Dexa scans are referred to as the 
gold standard in body composition testing. Results of the scan break down weight in 
every region of the body. Not only does it show weight, but it explains how much muscle 
and fat are in different areas of the body. For many people a baseline test is the first 
step towards a healthier life. That way they can follow up a few months later and truly 
see how their body has changed, not just the number on the scale.  
 
TOSH Arthritis Program (aired 5/19/16 @7pm, runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Grey hair, 
wrinkles - it’s all part of aging. Unfortunately, so is arthritis. Fortunately TOSH has a 
multi-disciplinary program that’s helping reduce the pain caused by arthritis by focusing 
on exercise. By increasing activity level, patients strengthen their muscles, joints, and 
improve pain management. The program focuses on staying as healthy as possible for 
as long as possible. This includes patients preparing for and recovering from joint 
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replacements.  
 
Mental Health First Aid (aired 5/26/16 @7pm, runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Knowing 
CPR or the Heimlich maneuver may save a life, but what if you come in contact with 
someone suffering a mental or emotional crisis? Would you know what to do? 
Fortunately, there is now free Mental Health First Aid training. The program provides 
people with the questions, signs, and what to do when talking to someone suffering with 
depression. The key it to have an action plan. First, assess the individual. Second, listen 
nonjudgmentally. Third, give reassurance. Fourth, encourage them to seek professional 
help. Fifth let them know you’ll be supportive of them getting help.  
 
Emergency Readiness of Hospitals (aired 6/2/16 @7pm, runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - 
In the case of an emergency event, every Intermountain hospital has its own backup of 
supplies. There is also a second backup supply, ready to use, in each region of the 
state. There is then the Supply Chain Center that serves as a backup to the backup. 
The facility is centrally located and has preconfigured emergency kits made for specific 
types of disaster events. These would likely include events with trauma related injuries 
or a need to prevent the spread of disease.  
 
Off-Highway Vehicle Safety (aired 6/9/16 @7pm, runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - ATVs 
and motorcycles are Utah staples when it comes to summer activities. However, the 
quickest way to end summer fun is by getting hurt. So whether you’re riding an ATV, 
motorcycle, or other off-highway vehicle it’s important to gear up before heading out on 
Utah’s trails. This includes a proper helmet that is DOT certified and fits properly. 
Education is the other key to staying safe. If you don’t have a driver’s license, those 
between the ages of 8 and 15 need to be certified. Finally, be smart when you ride. If 
you’re drinking alcohol, that’s not the time to hop on a machine.  
 
Dehydration & Summer Heat (aired 6/16/16 @7pm, runs 1 minute 15 seconds) – 
Summer time means outdoors, sunshine, and of course, hot temperatures. Due to this, 
it’s important to remember to properly fuel your body and keep out for the early signs of 
dehydration. If you notice early signs such as thirst, dry mouth, and darkened urine, 
that’s when you want to take action and prevent dehydration from getting worse. To do 
this, drink water while alternating with a sports beverage. This helps replenish the 
electrolytes you’re losing through sweat. If dehydration isn’t addressed early, it can have 
serious health consequences and lead to organ failure. So if you’re heading outside 
remember to drink water before, during, and after your summertime activities.  
 
Horses & Concussions (aired 6/23/16 @7pm, runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Football 
has increased the awareness of brain injuries, specifically concussions; however, a 
different activity may actually be causing more concussions than football. Activities 
involving horses can lead to concussions both in and out of the saddle. A recent study 
suggests equestrian accidents are the lead cause of concussions among adults making 
up about 45% of all concussions. Among high school aged kids the number one cause 
is football and number two is girls soccer. For older adults, falls are to blame.  
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Functional Movement Screen (aired 6/30/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Do 
you know how well you move? If not, a functional movement screen can help identify 
issues with mobility and stability. Mobility and stability are the building blocks of speed, 
agility, endurance, and strength; imbalances in those areas can hinder the way you 
move, or worse, cause injury. If something doesn’t look right in the screening process, 
the next step is figuring out what’s causing the limitation and doing exercises to help 
correct the imbalance.   
 

YOUTH AND FAMILY 
Breast Milk for Preemie Babies (aired 4/1/16 @7pm, runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - The 
numerous benefits of breast milk for babies are undeniable. It has the fat, vitamins, 
minerals, and protein babies need. However, not only is breast milk the gold standard 
for full-term babies, the benefits it provides for premature newborns is essential. Some 
preemie babies will need an additional preemie formula added to the breast milk so they 
can get additional micronutrients. If a premature baby’s mother is unable to breastfeed 
then fortunately there is donated breast milk that can be used.  
 
Improving Fertility (aired 4/8/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - There are a 
number of factors that can affect your chances of getting pregnant. For example, getting 
older also means your fertility will begin to decline. However, there are a few small 
lifestyle changes couples can make to increase their chances of having a baby. Start by 
quitting smoking and losing weight. If you don’t need to lose weight, take a look at your 
workout routine. Too much activity can have an effect as well. Start taking prenatal 
vitamins. Possibly the most important thing for couples is to know the best time to get 
pregnant. This is during the fertile window which is when a woman is ovulating.   
 
Babysitting Classes (aired 4/15/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - It can be scary 
as a parent to leave your child with a babysitter. But thanks to a babysitting class, it can 
help tame the nerves. Intermountain’s McKay-Dee Hospital offers a babysitting class for 
kids ages 9-15. It teaches soon-to-be sitters, or even older siblings, all of the essentials 
when it comes to babies and younger children. They learn diapering, feeding, burping, 
games to play with kids, how to keep them active, and proper foods to feed them. They 
are also given safety information the sitter can refer back to should a situation come up.  
 
Safe Medications during Pregnancy (aired 4/22/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) 
- Getting sick while pregnant is stressful enough, not to mention having to worry about 
whether or not taking medication may be harmful to your baby. For general aches and 
pains, such as a headache, medical experts recommend taking Tylenol 
(acetaminophen). It’s important to stay away from anti-inflammatory medications while 
pregnant such as Aspirin, Ibuprofen, and Aleve. These can cause problems with your 
baby’s kidneys and affect the amniotic fluid. For colds, stay away from medicines that 
contain alcohol, and for allergies, stick with over the counter medications.  
 
CrossFit & Yoga during Pregnancy (aired 4/29/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - 
Exercise improves both physical and mental health during pregnancy, but many soon-
to-be moms wonder if there are limitations. The answer is yes, but they might not be 
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what you’re thinking. Pregnant women should do something active every single day for 
30 minutes. High-intensity workouts such as CrossFit are perfectly safe, especially if it 
was done prior to pregnancy. That includes lifting weights. If you do yoga, limit the 
amount of time in supine position (lying on your back). The most important thing to 
remember is listen to your body. If you get dizzy, have chest pain, or calf swelling talk to 
your doctor. Avoiding contact sports or sports with the potential of falling is also a good 
idea.  
Sensory Friendly Kids Summer Movies (aired 5/4/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 
seconds) - Kids summer movies are back this summer at Megaplex Theatres, but 
there’s a new addition. A new auditorium has been added to serve Utah families with 
special needs. It’s a sensory friendly auditorium where the lights are a bit brighter and 
the sound it turned down just a bit. It also allows those who need to talk, move around, 
or use electronic devices while watching the movie to do so. The program lasts 10 
weeks and is 10 dollars for the entire summer. It will be up to each attending family to 
decide whether a traditional theater or a sensory friendly one would be more 
appropriate for their family.  
 
Breastfeeding (aired 5/10/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Breast milk is the 
best possible food for a baby, and it’s the preferred choice; but for many new moms, 
breastfeeding isn’t always simple. All Intermountain hospitals provide lactation services 
to help put you on the right track. A consultant can come by as you’re recovering from 
giving birth and help you one on one. Most of the time it’s simple changes like adjusting 
the position of mom and baby. If mom is able to breastfeed within the first two hours 
after giving birth, it makes breastfeeding down the road easier for both mom and baby.  
 
Birthfit Postpartum Series (aired 5/11/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Many 
new moms don’t know where to start when it comes to rebuilding their bodies after 
having a baby. Birthfit Salt Lake City has developed a postpartum series for new moms 
specifically for this reason. It’s centered on the four pillars of Birthfit. First, they 
encourage moms to get chiropractic care to make sure everything is in alignment. 
Second, comes mindset. The third phase of recovery includes what you put into your 
body. The final piece involves getting up and getting moving again.  
 
Summer Safety for Kids (aired 5/18/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Summer  
is right around the corner which means safety should be on the mind of every parent. 
Accidents often happen close to home. With kids outside, it’s the responsibility of the 
entire neighborhood to keep residential roads safe. Since cars are not always aware of 
kids, children need to be aware of them. With summer comes bikes, scooters, and now 
hover boards which means kids need to dust off that helmet. Lastly, brush up on water 
safety. Drowning happens quickly and it’s usually silent. While you may not be able to 
prevent every accident, taking precautions can help stop most of them.  
 
Infant Colic (aired 5/27/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Some babies cry more 
than others, and it often feels like it will never end. The endless tears may mean your 
child has colic. For babies struggling with colic, the crying usually begins around a few 
weeks old and can last up to three, even six months of age. Colic is defined as crying 
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for three hours, three days a week, for at least three weeks straight. It usually happens 
around the same time every day, often in the late afternoon or evening. Doctors aren’t 
sure what causes it. Parents can try changing up feeding and for breastfeeding 
mothers, the food mom is eating can have an effect too. If that doesn’t help focus on 
soothing your baby, and no matter what, don’t take out your anger and frustration on the 
child.  
 
Birth Plans (aired 6/3/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Before giving birth, 
expecting mothers should make their labor and delivery preferences known. To do this, 
sit down with your provider and create a birth plan. Having a birth plan helps guide your 
medical team through the labor and delivery process. Items to consider beforehand 
include questions like, how do you plan to control pain? Do you want an epidural or are 
you planning on using meditation? It’s important to let them know early on so an 
anesthesiologist can be in place if needed. Not only should you talk about how you want 
to labor, but it’s also a good idea to talk about what you would like to take place post-
delivery. Communicating these preferences both verbally and writing them down helps 
get your message across regardless of who is providing your care.   
 
Newborn Screenings (aired 6/10/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Newborns in 
Utah undergo screening tests shortly after birth. These help identify serious or life-
threatening conditions that may not be apparent at birth. Utah’s newborn screening 
process consists of three, potentially life-saving, tests. These tests are the critical 
congenital heart screening, the hearing screening, and the heel stick blood spot test. All 
three tests are done to ensure newborn babies receive the care they need, as soon as 
possible. Early intervention with these kinds of disorders are key to preventing long term 
problems and disabilities.  
 
Postnatal Yoga (aired 6/17/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - For new mothers, 
figuring out a way to exercise can be challenging in more ways than one. A new mom is 
experiencing so many changes physically, emotionally, and logistically in her life. For 
one group of moms, the convenience of a postnatal yoga class is just the thing. They 
are able to participate in a yoga practice designed specifically for their bodies without 
having to worry about leaving their little one at home.  
 
High-Risk Pregnancy (aired 6/24/16 @7pm runs 1 minute 15 seconds) - Pregnancy is 
an exciting time, but it can also be scary. Something a pregnant woman is afraid of 
hearing are the words “high-risk;” but what exactly does that mean? A high-risk 
pregnancy is anything that increases the risk to the baby or mother’s health. The most 
common form of high-risk pregnancy relates to the mother’s health prior to getting 
pregnant. Conditions such as high blood pressure, obesity, diabetes, or pulmonary 
problems are the most common ones that can lead to complication during pregnancy. 
Some women believe certain conditions such as advanced maternal age or 
complications with a prior pregnancy automatically puts them in the high-risk category 
and that’s not necessarily the case. It’s important to talk to your provider about any 
concerns you might have.  
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FRANCHISES: 
PAY IT FORWARD: 
** This franchise highlights people and organizations working in the community on a 
grassroots level to make life better for others. 
 
The JR Way (aired 4/7/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – If you've been looking for a reason 
to jump into serving others, but needed some inspiration, the J.R. Way is a great start. 
That includes helping the homeless, children with cancer and after-school programs for 
teens. Jen Rogers uses her networking skills to help many in the community and calls it 
the J-R Way. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Kitty Adoption Volunteer (aired 4/14/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Laura Spruell loves 
cats and wants to make sure as many as possible find loving homes. That's why she 
started volunteering at the Humane Society of Utah nearly a decade ago.Laura also 
opens her home to foster kittens. A few years ago she started putting together gift bags 
to be given to families adopting her fostered kittens. Today, she provides a bag for 
every single cat that is adopted at the Humane Society. Our story highlighted the cause 
and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
State Street Boxing (aired 4/21/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – David Ramos knows how 
boxing can teach inner city kids discipline, motivation, respect, and self-esteem. The 
former boxing pro created the Main Street Boxing Gym to help kids that come from 
troubled families or dealing with language barriers. Our story highlighted the cause and 
showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Candy Michels Knit Hats (aired 4/18/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Candy Michels has 
arthritis in her hands. So she keeps them limber by knitting hats. It's those hats that 
keep the heads of children warm in her community. She started three years ago by 
knitting 150 hats and delivering them to a neighborhood elementary school. Our story 
highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Good Deed Revolution (aired 5/5/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Longtime Utah 
journalist, Brandy Vega, has combined her skills as a broadcaster and her love of 
helping others. Brandy created the Good Deed Revolution. With the help of many 
others, Brandy hits the streets, does good deeds and random acts of kindness, and puts 
them on video. The Good Deed Revolution impacts lives in ways big and small. Our 
story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
XOXO Hats for Strength (aired 5/12/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – XOXO Hats for 
Strength found a way to bring knitters and motorcyclists together in the fight against 
cancer. Nicolette Holferty loves knitting and motorcycles and wanted to find a way to 
merge the two worlds. Nicolette gathered a handful of friends on bikes, made her first 
humble batch of seven hats, and rode to Huntsman Cancer Institute. Six rides later, 
Nicolette's loving heart has become contagious. Our story highlighted the cause and 
showed viewers how they could help. 
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Puppy Foster Family (aired 5/26/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – What's it like to open 
your home to raise, for a short time, more than two hundred dogs? For Kesli and 
Richard Jensen, it's full of a few messes, some damaged drywall, a good amount 
chaos, and whole lot of kisses and love. The West Valley couple volunteered to foster 
puppies and litters three years ago. In that time, they've only had a two week break 
between litters. Families like the Jensens are much needed by the Humane Society of 
Utah. At any given time, there are about 350 animals being kept in foster homes in 
Utah. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Burrito Project SLC (aired 6/2/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – The Burrito Project SLC is 
feeding homeless people on the streets of the capitol city. Dozens of volunteers make 
hundreds of burritos, then hit the street on foot or by donated bicycle, feeding upwards 
of 500 people. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could 
help. 
 
Handstands for Goals (aired 6/9/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Summertime sports are 
often not an option for children with special needs. That’s why Handstand for Goals was 
created. This is the fifth year of the Handstands for Goals summer camp. More than 70 
children with autism hit the field in Salt Lake City to play soccer with volunteer players. 
Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Mascot Miracles (aired 6/16/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – They're furry, fun and on a 
mission to bring happiness to children fighting life-threatening illnesses. The Mascot 
Miracle Foundation holds events for sick children, both big and small. The organization 
gathers mascots from Utah sports teams and corporations. Our story highlighted the 
cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Children’s Organ Transplant Association (aired 6/23/2016 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – 
The financial burden for the family of an organ transplant is astronomical. After the 
transplant the costs soar with other expenses. That’s where Children’s Organ 
Transplant Association comes in. The organization fundraises for families and provides 
funds for the life of the patient. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers 
how they could help. 
 

Person 2 Person: 
** This franchise highlights newsmakers and notable people in our community. 
 
Ken Jennings (aired @7pm 4/4/2016, 2:00 min) - Ken Jennings is a Utah man who has 
won more money than any other game show contestant in history. He took home more 
than $2.5 million from Jeopardy! In his Person 2 Person interview, viewers learned how 
Jennings got into game shows and trivia, and what his life is like after winning all of that 
money. 
 
Lex de Azevedo (aired @7pm 4/11/2016, 2:00 min) - Lex de Azevedo is a musician 
and composer who is best known for his work on the popular LDS musical, “Saturday’s 
Warrior.” The musical is now being made into a feature film. In his interview with 
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Shauna Lake, viewers learned that de Azevedo was destined for a music career 
basically at birth. His mother was part of a singing group called The King Sisters, and he 
became a music producer at Capitol Records when he was about 21 years old. Viewers 
also learned why de Azevedo switched to composing mostly LDS music, and how he 
finally decided to make “Saturday’s Warrior” into a movie. 
 
Muffy Davis (aired @7pm 4/18/2016, 2:15 min) - Muffy Davis is a Paralympic skier who 
won three medals at the 2002 Paralympic Games in Salt Lake City. She also received 
three gold medals in handcycling at the 2012 London Games. Davis was training to be a 
ski racer when she was in a devastating ski accident at 16 years old. She was 
paralyzed. Viewers learned how she decided to get back into ski racing, despite being in 
a wheelchair, and how her journey led her to the Paralympics. Viewers also learned that 
she eventually retired from skiing to pursue handcycling. Davis now spends her time 
inspiring others through motivational speaking. 
 
Doug Owens (aired @7pm 4/25/2016, 2:00 min) - Doug Owens is an attorney who is 
running against Representative Mia Love once again for Congress. Not a lot had been 
known about Owens’ personal life, so many viewers got to see a side of him they had 
never seen. In the interview, Owens discussed how he got his love of Utah and politics 
from his father, who was also a congressman. Viewers also learned more about Owens’ 
immediate family. One of his sons has autism, and Owens described what he’s learned 
from that relationship. Owens also talked about his goals for Utah if he won the seat in 
Congress. 
 
Normand Latourelle (aired @7pm 5/2/2016, 2:00 min) - Normand Latourelle is the man 
who created the shows “Cavalia” and “Odysseo.” The shows are similar to Cirque de 
Soleil, which Latourelle helped found. Viewers learned how he came to create 
“Odysseo,” which features acrobats and horses. He also described his creative side---
and why he left school at an early age to pursue entertainment. Latourelle also said that 
the audience’s reaction to his shows are most important to him. “Odysseo” was playing 
Salt Lake City for a month so many viewers were interested to see what the show, and 
its creator, were all about. 
 
John Quinones (aired @7pm 5/9/2016, 2:20 min) - John Quinones is a network news 
correspondent who currently hosts the show “What Would You Do?” He was recently in 
Utah to speak at Utah Valley University’s commencement. Quinones discussed his 
journalism career with Shauna Lake, including how he decided he wanted to get into the 
field. Viewers learned about the journalists who inspired him, and how he stayed close 
to his Hispanic roots during his career. Quinones also discussed the stories he covered 
that changed him the most, including one where he spent some time in the sewers of 
Bogota, Colombia. Hundreds of children were living in the sewers, and his story 
eventually brought in some help for the orphans. 
 
Jeremy Jones (aired @7pm 5/16/2016, 2:00 min) - Jeremy Jones is a professional 
snowboarder who is known for bringing the street element to the sport. In his interview 
with Shauna Lake, Jones talked about how he went from being a skateboarder to a 
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snowboarder, and how he keep elements of skateboarding in the snow sport. Viewers 
also learned how he gained such a huge following when he started out. Jones also 
discussed how he was able to turn snowboarding into a career, and gain the support of 
his parents. Shauna Lake also asked him what it was like aging in such a physical sport. 
 
Kalani Sitake (aired @7pm 5/24/2016, 2:20 min) - Kalani Sitake is the new head coach 
for BYU football. He played fullback for BYU under Coach Lavell Edwards. In his 
interview, viewers learned that Sitake didn’t always set out to be a coach. He had really 
wanted to play for the San Francisco 49ers. But he figured out coaching was the next 
best thing. Sitake has also been a life-long BYU fan, thanks to his father. His father 
played a major part in his life. And since his parents were divorced, Sitake was also a 
parent-figure to his siblings. His family bond is something that influences the way he 
views his job. Viewers also learned what Sitake is anticipating for his first official game 
as head coach of the Cougars. 
 
Stuart Edge (aired @7pm 5/30/2016, 2:00 min) - Stuart Edge is a Utah YouTuber who 
has made dozens of viral videos and has over two million subscribers on his YouTube 
channel. He has also just written a book called “On the Edge: How My Crappy Job 
Changed My Life.” Viewers learned how Edge’s upbringing influenced his humor and 
outlook on life. He also discussed the story that led him to making those viral YouTube 
videos. His job was to clean port-potties until he decided he wanted more in a job. Edge 
also discussed his first viral video that got nationwide attention, and the pressure he had 
to make more hits. In 10 years, Edge wants to be a TV host for “The Tonight Show” or 
something like it. 
 
Derek Parra (aired @7pm 6/6/2016, 2:15 min) - Derek Parra is an Olympic speed 
skater who won gold and silver medals at the 2002 Winter Games in Salt Lake City. He 
is currently the sports director at the Utah Olympic Oval. Parra discussed with Shauna 
Lake how he switched from roller skates to ice skates. He was the top roller skater in 
the world, so it a rough transition when 14-year-old kids were beating him on ice skates. 
Viewers also learned about his defining moments in the 2002 Olympics, including 
carrying the World Trade Center flag in the Opening Ceremonies. Viewers also found 
out about the hardships Parra went through before getting those medals. In some times 
of his life, he was so poor he had to eat out of the McDonald’s trash can where he 
worked. He also didn’t have the family support he thought he would. His father didn’t 
take any interest in his skating until he was actually at the Olympics. But Parra credits 
all the people he did know along his journey who helped him get to where he is today. 
 
Ryan Shupe (aired @7pm 6/13/2016, 2:20 min) - Ryan Shupe is a Utah musician who 
fronts the band, “Ryan Shupe & the Rubberband.” The group has been around for years 
and is currently on tour and promoting their new album. In the interview, Shupe 
revealed he never set out to be a musician, but had thought he would end up in 
marketing or a similar field. But, music seemed to be in his DNA, because he is a fifth 
generation fiddler. His father would wake him and his siblings up at five in the morning 
so they could practice the fiddle before school. Shupe also talked about his most 
popular song, “Dream Big,” and how he came to write it. 
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Mary Beckerle (aired @7pm 6/20/2016, 2:20 min) - Mary Beckerle is the CEO and 
Executive Director of the Huntsman Cancer Institute. Viewers learned that she has 
always been interested in science and decided to pursue its connection to medicine 
while in graduate school. She discussed her passion for cancer research and the 
progress that’s being made. Beckerle also told Shauna Lake how seeing patients at 
Huntsman Cancer Institute inspires her and makes her want to move faster toward a 
cancer cure. She hopes all the cancer discoveries that have been made thus far will be 
made available to everyone around the world, and that people will realize that they’re 
not through discovering things yet. 
 

PUBLIC SERVICE: 
Check Your Health 
On going - KUTV solidified a long term working relationship with the Department of 
Health & Intermountain Healthcare. This relationship includes a media buy on 
KUTV/KMYU & with Simmons Radio Group. We run commercials and stories to 
encourage viewers to make good choices, be active and eat healthy. This campaign 
has a broad range that we are reaching - male, female, old and young.  
 

Baby Your Baby 
On going - KUTV solidified a long term working relationship with the Department of 
Health & Intermountain Healthcare. This relationship includes a media buy on 
KUTV/KMYU & with Simmons radio group. This campaign focuses on women 18-35, 
sharing the message of seeing your doctor 13 times during your pregnancy and by the 
13th week you are pregnant. We cover stories on the topic, have in studio interviews and 
maintain multiple social media platforms. 
 
 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS – NATIONAL – VIA CBS 
THE SECOND HALF OF “FACE THE NATION” 

AIRS ON KMYU SUNDAYS 10:00-10:30AM 
 

APRIL 2016 
FACE THE NATION 
04/03/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Reince Priebus, 
Chairman, Republican National Committee (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections 
Director (3); Peggy Noonan, CBS News Contributor, The Wall Street Journal (4); Ruth 
Marcus, The Washington Post (4); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine (4); 
Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (4) 
1) Topics include: controversy surrounding Trump campaign manager Corey 
Lewandowski and former Breitbart reporter Michelle Fields / Mr. Trump’s comments on 
abortion / nuclear weaponry / Mr. Trump’s recent meeting with his foreign policy team / 
opinion that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is obsolete / his complaint 
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that how the delegates are allocated is unfair and possibly illegal / Mr. Trump’s wait and 
see attitude regarding his support for the Republican Party 
2) Topics include: Mr. Priebus’ reaction to Mr. Trump’s claim that he is not being treated 
fairly by the Republican Party / the delegate process / poll results suggesting that a 
majority of voters agree with Mr. Trump that he should get the nomination, even if he 
does not have that “magic number” when he goes to the convention / the election 
process / response to the talk in some Republican circles that Mr. Trump has special 
challenges in the general election with women and Hispanics  
3) CBS News Battleground Tracker: poll results indicating that Senator Ted Cruz leads 
Donald Trump in Wisconsin, site of the next Republican primary / delegate math / 
possibility of a contested Republican convention / divided Republican Party 
4) Topics include: past week’s recent problems for Donald Trump, which exposed his 
weaknesses as a candidate / struggles for the Republican Party / Senator Cruz’ lead 
over Mr. Trump in Wisconsin / delegate math / possibility of a contested Republican 
convention; perceived frustrations within the Clinton campaign at the ongoing primary 
season / desire for the Clinton campaign to focus solely on Donald Trump and the 
Republicans / importance of the upcoming New York Democratic primary / opinion that 
the Clinton campaign views the Senator Sanders as a “continuing nuisance” 
 
04/10/16 
Guests: Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (1); 
Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican presidential candidate (2); Anthony 
Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (3); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (4); 
Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political Analyst, Slate Magazine (4); Ramesh Ponnuru, 
National Review (4); Jennifer Jacobs, Bloomberg Politics (4); Ken Burns, Documentary 
Filmmaker, “Jackie Robinson” (5) 
1) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ victory in the Wyoming caucus / his “path to victory” 
/ call for a strong political movement / plan to play an active role in shaping the political 
platform / Ted Kennedy’s decision to contest the 1980 Democratic convention against 
nominee Jimmy Carter, in order to advance his agenda / Senator Sanders’ recent 
criticism of Mrs. Clinton, calling her unqualified / his recent interview with the editorial 
board of the New York Daily News 
2) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s “path to the nomination” / poll results indicating 
that he is the only Republican candidate who can beat Hillary Clinton in the upcoming 
election / belief that the Republican nominee will be decided at the upcoming 
convention; opinion of the new law in North Carolina which bans anti-discrimination 
protections based on sexual orientation 
3) CBS News Battleground Tracker: upcoming Republican and Democratic primaries in 
New York State / delegate leaders Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton / how the other 
candidates could catch up 
4) Topics include: present situation regarding the Democratic race for president / 
Senator Sanders’ recent criticism of Mrs. Clinton, calling her unqualified / belief that the 
Democratic Party will rally behind whoever the nominee is / Senator Sanders’ recent 
interview with the editorial board of the New York Daily News / role of the super 
delegates in the Democratic process; thirty-four Republican delegates granted to 
Senator Ted Cruz yesterday by Colorado / Mr. Trump’s belief that the process is unfair 
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and tilted against him / hope of the Trump campaign that he will be the presumptive 
nominee by mid-May / ability of the Cruz campaign to strategize and secure delegates 
5) an interview with Mr. Burns on his new documentary, “Jackie Robinson” 
 
04/17/16 
Guests: Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (1); Reince 
Priebus, Chairman, Republican National Committee (RNC) (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS 
News Elections Director (3); Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director, National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases (4); David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist, CNN Senior Political 
Commentator (5); Susan Page, USA Today (6); Clarence Page, Chicago Tribune (6); 
Ron Fournier, National Journal, author, “Love That Boy” (6); Amy Davidson, The New 
Yorker (6) 
1) Topics include: his performance in Thursday’s Democratic debate / the negativity of 
the Clinton campaign / differences between the two Democratic candidates on Wall 
Street corruption, minimum wage, the 1994 Crime Bill and its role in the current 
Democratic race / voting system in New York State, which makes it impossible for 
independents to participate in the Democratic primary / belief that super delegates will 
eventually conclude that Senator Sanders is the candidate to beat Mr. Trump 
2) Topics include: reaction to Mr. Trump’s complaint that the Republican nomination 
should be determined by the majority of votes, not by the majority of delegates / Mr. 
Trump’s recent comments warning the RNC to “straighten out the system” or else they 
are going “to have a rough July at that convention” / role – and rule – of delegates in the 
Republican Party / Trump ally Roger Stone’s threat that during the convention, he will 
disclose the room numbers of delegates pledged to Mr. Trump on the first ballot but who 
then switch candidates, to the public 
3) CBS News Battleground Tracker: upcoming Republican and Democratic primaries in 
New York State and California 
4) an interview with Dr. Fauci on the Zika virus, the need for Congress to allocate more 
funds to fight the virus, the threat to pregnant women, and what can be done to avoid 
transmission 
5) Topics include: opinion that Senator Sanders has influenced the process, but is 
running out of time to secure the nomination / indications from the Sanders campaign 
that he intends to continue his run all the way to the convention / faith that the 
Democrats will unify once a candidate is chosen; Republican candidate Governor John 
Kasich / Democratic perspective on running against either Mr. Trump, or Senator Ted 
Cruz 
6) Topics include: argument between Mr. Trump and Mr. Priebus on the Republican 
nominating process / changes within the Trump campaign / ability of Mr. Trump and 
Senator Sanders to tap into the public desire for political reform / upcoming Republican 
convention / recent announcement from House Speaker Paul Ryan that he has no 
interest in being the Republican nominee; situation between the Democratic candidates 
for president / role of the 1994 Crime Bill in the current Democratic race / Hillary 
Clinton’s use of the term “super predator” in 1994 / Mr. Trump and the case of the 
Central Park Five; story behind the title of Mr. Fournier’s new book, “Love That Boy” 
 
04/24/16 
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Guests: Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator 
Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS 
News Elections Director (3); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (4); Nancy Cordes, CBS 
News Congressional Correspondent (4); Ezra Klein, Vox.com  (4); Reihan Salam, 
National Review, National Review Institute (4); Mark Landler, The New York Times, 
author, “Alter Egos” (5) 
1) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s electability argument – poll resulting indicating that 
he would beat Hillary Clinton in the general election / reaction to Trump campaign 
manager Paul Manafort’s claim about Mr. Trump that “the part he’s been playing is 
evolving” / reports that Governor Kasich is vetting running mates / security measures at 
the upcoming Republican convention / Mr. Trump’s difficulty with Governor Kasich’s 
name and pronouncing it 
2) Topics include: the Sanders campaign / Senator Sanders’ claim that he is not winning 
in certain states because poor people don’t vote / need to increase voter turnout / 
commitment to staying in the race “until the last vote is cast” / desire to influence the 
Democratic agenda / political differences between Senator Sanders and Mrs. Clinton 
3) CBS News Battleground Tracker: upcoming Republican and Democratic primaries on 
April 26th and the following week in Indiana 
4) Topics include: appeal of the Sanders campaign / concern that Sanders supporters 
will not pivot towards Mrs. Clinton in the general election / potential impact of the 
Sanders campaign on the Democratic Party / Clinton strength of turning former enemies 
into allies; Trump campaign manager Paul Manafort’s claim about Mr. Trump that “the 
part he’s been playing is evolving” / impact of the Trump campaign on the Republican 
Party / problems Mr. Trump faces funding his campaign in a general election / Mr. 
Trump’s convention argument about fairness and not having the majority of delegates 
by a certain date / Governor Kasich’s electability argument 
5) an interview with Mr. Landler on his book, “Alter Egos”, and today’s cover story for 
The New York Times Magazine, “How Hillary Became a Hawk” 

 
MAY 2016 

FACE THE NATION 
05/01/16 
Guests: Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX), Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator 
Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (2); Senator Lindsey Graham 
(R-SC) (3); Paul Manafort, Trump convention manager (4); Peggy Noonan, The Wall 
Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (5); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News 
Political Analyst (5); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5) 
1) Topics include: Senator Cruz’ campaign versus that of Donald Trump or Hillary 
Clinton / selection of Carly Fiorina as his running mate / prediction of a contested 
Republican convention / recent criticism of Senator Cruz by former Speaker of the 
House John Boehner / belief that Mr. Trump “may do everything he can to encourage 
riots” during the convention in Cleveland 
2) Topics include: goal of the Sanders campaign to beat Hillary Clinton for the 
nomination / belief that he is the better candidate to beat Mr. Trump in the general 
election / role of super delegates in the Democratic primary process / need for the 
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Democratic Party to be unified, but after the convention in July / one-year milestone of 
the Sanders campaign  
3) Topics include: the “Stop Trump movement” / recent criticism of Senator Cruz by 
former Speaker of the House John Boehner / reaction to praise for Mr. Trump’s speech 
on foreign policy from Senator Bob Corker, chairman of the Foreign Relations 
Committee / equating the embrace of Mr. Trump to the destruction of conservatism / 
advice for his fellow Republican colleagues 
4) Topics include: plans for the general election / questions concerning funding for the 
general election should Mr. Trump become the Republican nominee / response to 
Senator Cruz’ assertion that Mr. Trump is a Washington insider candidate / Mr. 
Manafort’s former career as a lobbyist / role of lobbyists in Washington, D.C. / Mr. 
Trump’s comments about Hillary Clinton using the “women’s card” 
5) Topics include: state of the Republican race for president / Mr. Trump’s speech on 
foreign policy / Mrs. Clinton’s response to Mr. Trump’s recent attack that she is using 
the “women’s card” / the “Stop Trump movement” / women voters / Senator Cruz’ 
selection of Carly Fiorina as his running mate; Senator Sanders’ goal of beating Hillary 
Clinton for the nomination / Mrs. Clinton’s pivot to the general election / thoughts on 
what actions Mrs. Clinton could take to appease Senator Sanders 
 
05/08/16 
Guests: Hillary Clinton, Democratic presidential candidate (1); Jonathan Martin, The 
New York Times (2); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (2); Ben Domenech, The 
Federalist (2); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (2); Jennifer Rubin, The Washington 
Post (3); Leslie Sanchez, Republican strategist, contributor, CBSN (3); Dr. Russell 
Moore, president, The Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission, Southern Baptist 
Convention (3); Matt Schlapp, chairman, American Conservative Union (3) 
1) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s explanation of her characterization of Donald Trump as 
a “loose cannon” / thoughts on the Republican race / call for Mr. Trump to be pressed 
on certain issues facing Americans, such as minimum wage, climate change, abortion 
rights, etc. / Mrs. Clinton’s commitment to not “run an ugly race” against Mr. Trump in 
the general election / her outreach to Republicans, Democrats, and Independents / her 
continuing race with Senator Bernie Sanders for the Democratic nomination, even 
though she leads in both the popular vote and delegates; ongoing investigation into her 
e-mail server / response to concerns from potential general election voters over the 
investigation / lessons learned; Mr. Trump’s “cavalier” approach to foreign policy 
2) Topics include: presumptive Republican nominee Donald Trump / Speaker of the  
House Paul Ryan’s reluctance to embrace his party’s presumptive nominee / division  
within the Republican Party / Mr. Trump’s numerous attacks against Mrs. Clinton, such  
as her use of the “women’s card” / Mr. Trump’s upcoming meeting with House Speaker  
Ryan / electoral map during the general election / rumors of Republicans running a third  
party candidate / how the Clintons will respond to attacks from Mr. Trump / Mrs.  
Clinton’s need to appeal to Sanders supporters in the general election  
3) Topics include: impact of presumptive nominee Donald Trump on the GOP / 
concerns over Mr. Trump’s character / the “culture wars” between Republicans and 
Democrats / concerns over Mr. Trump’s electability, especially with women and 
Hispanic voters / Mr. Trump’s Cinco de Mayo – “I love Hispanics” tweet; Sanders 
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supporters who refuse to support Clinton in a general election; role of evangelical voters 
/ Mr. Schlapp’s belief that Republicans need to come together for the sake of the 
country. 
 
05/15/16 
Guests: Reince Priebus, Chairman, Republican National Committee (RNC) (1); 
Representative Peter King (R-NY) (2); Representative Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) (2); 
Representative Chris Collins (R-NY) (2); Robert Gates, former Secretary of Defense, 
Chancellor, College of William & Mary (3) (5); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post 
(4); Susan Page, USA Today (4); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political Analyst, Slate 
Magazine (4); Julie Pace, Associated Press (AP) (4) 
1) Topics include: reaction to reports that Donald Trump acted as his own spokesman, 
“John Miller”, in the 1990s / Mr. Trump’s refusal to release his tax returns / whether or 
not Mr. Trump’s success should change the standards candidates are evaluated by / 
rumors of a third party candidate / Speaker of the House Paul Ryan  
2) a discussion with Representatives King, Blackburn, and Collins about the 
presumptive Republican nominee Donald Trump’s strengths and weaknesses, his 
proposed policies, Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton, and Speaker Ryan’s questions 
concerning Mr. Trump  
3) Topics include: Mr. Gates’ concerns over comments made by Mr. Trump on U.S. 
national security policy positions and the perception that he is not open to advice; Mr. 
Gates’ decision to join the Obama administration  
4) Topics include: Mr. Priebus’ reaction to reports that Mr. Trump acted as his own 
spokesman, “John Miller”, in the 1990s / how the Clinton campaign is approaching a 
candidate like Mr. Trump / Mr. Trump’s recent meeting with House Speaker Ryan in an 
attempt to unite the Republican Party / existing problems within the Republican Party 
which helped launch Mr. Trump’s rise / questions as to the political fitness of Mr. Trump 
to be president / how Mr. Trump changed the political landscape during the primary 
process and how that may apply during the general election / need for the Clinton 
campaign to focus exclusively on the general election / exit polls indicating that some 
Sanders supporters would vote for Mr. Trump instead of Mrs. Clinton in a general 
election / thoughts on perceived divisions within the Democratic Party / criticism 
expressed by the foreign policy establishment of the Republican Party over Mr. Trump’s 
foreign policy positions 
5) Topics include: profile of Deputy National Security Advisor Ben Rhodes in The New 
York Times Magazine / Mr. Rhodes’ relationship with President Obama / Mr. Gates’ 
relationship with President Obama / “the blob” of the American foreign policy 
establishment / examples of foreign policy intervention where Mr. Gates did not want to 
engage militarily / “political shorthand of lumping people together” / foreign policy 
differences between Mr. Clinton and President Obama / belief that Mrs. Clinton can 
handle the job of the President. 
 
05/22/16 
Guests: Margaret Brennan, CBS News Foreign Affairs Correspondent (1); Holly 
Williams, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (2); Captain Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger, 
CBS News Aviation and Safety Expert (3); Mark Rosenker, former Chair, The National 
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Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), CBS News Aviation and Safety Analyst (4); Fran 
Townsend, former Homeland Security Advisor to George W. Bush (4); Senator Bernie 
Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (5); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News 
Elections Director (6); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (7); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review 
(7); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (7); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (7) 1) a report on the 
drone strike that killed Taliban leader Mullah Mansour in Pakistan 
2) a report on Thursday’s crash of EgyptAir flight 804 into the Mediterranean Sea 
3) Topics include: thoughts on what could have caused the crash of EgyptAir flight 804 -
- mechanical failure, human error, or terrorism / information transmitted to the ground 
before the crash / the “need to do a better job of looking at everybody who touches the 
airplane” 
4) Topics include: what to expect regarding the investigation into the crash of EgyptAir 
flight 804 / possibility of terrorism / concerns of national interest when an investigation is 
conducted by another country / role of the United States in the investigation 
5) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ commitment to staying in the race until “the last 
ballot is cast” / thoughts on the political process / Representative Debbie Wasserman 
Schultz, head of the Democratic National Committee / pledge to make sure that Donald 
Trump is never elected president / plan to fight for the nomination all the way to the 
convention 
6) CBS News Battleground Tracker: Bernie Sanders uphill climb to secure the 
Democratic nomination / poll results for key states in a general election matchup 
between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton / Mrs. Clinton’s criticism of Mr. Trump for 
being too unstable / possibility of a changing map for battleground states due to the 
nature of this particular campaign 
7) Topics include: reaction to poll results indicating a close race between Mrs. Clinton 
and Mr. Trump / the bitter turn the Democratic primary season has taken between Mrs. 
Clinton and Senator Sanders / the Never Trump movement / possibility of a third party 
candidate / tension between Mrs. Clinton and Senator Sanders / Mr. Trump’s strategy of 
appealing to Sanders supporters / Mr. Trump’s list of potential Supreme Court nominees 
/ the National Rifle Association’s (NRA) endorsement of Mr. Trump / lack of big money 
donors supporting Mr. Trump / his meeting with former Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger. 
 
05/29/16 
Guests: Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (1); Senator 
Ron Johnson (R-WI), Chairman, Senate Homeland Security Committee (2); Margaret 
Brennan, CBS News Foreign Affairs Correspondent (3); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic 
(4) (5); Ron Brownstein, The Atlantic (5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (5); Peggy 
Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (5); Mark Leibovich, The New 
York Times Magazine (5); Governor John Hickenlooper (D-CO), author, “The Opposite 
of Woe: My Life in Beer and Politics” (6) 
1) Topics include: rumors of a debate between Donald Trump and Senator Sanders / 
reaction to Mr. Trump’s “support” for Senator Sanders and the “rigged” Democratic 
process / his pitch to the super delegates / desire to focus on the real issues facing 
Americans, not on Mrs. Clinton’s e-mails / belief that he is the better candidate to beat 
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Donald Trump / pledge of no super PAC’s for Senator Sanders should he be the 
Democratic nominee in the general election 
2) Topics include: reaction to a comment by President Obama, claiming that foreign 
officials are “rattled” by Mr. Trump / Mr. Trump’s proposed Muslim ban / potential impact 
of Mr. Trump on Senator Johnson’s reelection campaign; problems at the 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
3) a report on President Obama’s trip to Asia that included a stop in Hiroshima, Japan.  
4) Topics include: reaction to a comment by President Obama, claiming that foreign 
officials are “rattled” by Mr. Trump / how foreign leaders have reacted to President 
Obama / Mr. Trump’s meeting with former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger 
5) Topics include: response from the Clinton campaign to the recently released 
Inspector General report out of the State Department pertaining to Hillary Clinton’s 
private e-mail server / claim made by Senator Sanders that he does better in the 
general election against Mr. Trump than Mrs. Clinton / impact of Senator Sanders 
staying in the race on the Clinton campaign / perceived double standard and honesty 
between Mrs. Clinton and Mr. Trump or Senator Sanders; Republican unity / Mr. 
Trump’s criticism of fellow Republican and New Mexico Governor Susana Martinez / Mr. 
Trump’s “extended rant” against the federal judge hearing a case against Trump 
University / why Mr. Trump’s insults seem to energize his base 
6) an interview with Governor Hickenlooper on his book, advice on how to handle 
negativity in the general election, support for Mrs. Clinton, and Colorado’s role in the 
upcoming election. 

 
JUNE 2016 

FACE THE NATION 
06/05/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); William Rhoden, The 
New York Times (2); Thomas Hauser, author, “Muhammad Ali: His Life and Times” (2); 
David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist, CNN Senior Political Commentator (3); Susan 
Page, USA Today (4); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (4); Reihan Salam, National 
Review (4); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report 
1) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s reaction to a speech given by Hillary Clinton in San 
Diego, California / opinion on how the situation in Libya was handled / belief that Mrs. 
Clinton has broken the law and should go to jail for her private e-mail server / his recent 
endorsement from Speaker of the House Paul Ryan / thoughts on eradicating poverty / 
Mr. Trump’s campaign promises of deporting eleven million undocumented immigrants 
and the temporary ban on Muslim immigration / his allegations of bias from the judge 
overseeing the Trump University case due to the judge’s Mexican heritage / opinion that 
a Muslim judge would also be biased against Mr. Trump 
2) a conversation with Mr. Rhoden and Mr. Hauser on the life of former boxing 
champion and civil rights activist Muhammad Ali, who died Friday. He was seventy-four. 
3) Topics include: the fact that Mrs. Clinton will secure the Democratic nomination on 
Tuesday, even though Bernie Sanders says there is going to be a contested convention 
/ praise for Mrs. Clinton’s recent speech in San Diego 
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4) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s allegations of bias from the judge overseeing the Trump 
University case due to the judge’s Mexican heritage / criticism of Mr. Trump by 
Republican leaders / support for Mr. Trump from the Republican Party, due to the lack 
of an alternative / Mr. Trump’s inability to lay out a distinct ideological direction for the 
Republican Party / Mrs. Clinton’s recent speech in San Diego and Mr. Trump’s reaction 
to it; Mr. Sanders’ commitment to a contested convention / thoughts on how President 
Obama should handle the fact that Mrs. Clinton will secure the Democratic nomination 
on Tuesday / Senator Sanders’ platform and its impact on the Democratic Party 
 
06/12/16 PROGRAM PRODUCED - DID NOT AIR DUE TO A CBS NEWS 

SPECIAL REPORT 
 
06/19/16 
Guests: Donald Trump, presumptive Republican presidential nominee (1); Loretta 
Lynch, U.S. Attorney General (2); Wayne LaPierre, National Rifle Association (NRA) (3); 
Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Senate Intelligence Committee (4); Michael Morell, 
CBS News Senior Security Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) (5); Fran Townsend, former Homeland Security Advisor to George W. 
Bush (5); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (6); Ruth Marcus, The Washington 
Post (6) 
1) Topics include: the mass shooting at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Florida / political 
correctness / need to seriously consider profiling Muslims / National Rifle Association’s 
position on selling guns to people on the terror watch or no-fly lists versus Mr. Trump’s 
own / Mr. Trump’s recent request for Republican leaders to silence their criticism of him 
2) an interview with Attorney General Lynch on the latest in the investigation into the 
mass shooting at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Florida  
3) Topics include: the mass shooting at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Florida / political 
correctness / the terror watch and no-fly lists / support for the Cornyn Bill as the only 
accommodation on gun control / disagreement with Mr. Trump on allowing concealed 
carry in a night club / advice for Americans to develop a security plan which involves 
firearms / opinion that certain types of ammunition bought in mass quantity does not 
deserve extra scrutiny 
4) Topics include: Senator Feinstein’s disagreement with Mr. LaPierre on gun control 
legislation / the terror watch and no-fly lists / criticism of the Cornyn Bill / support for the 
reinstatement of the assault weapons ban 
5) Topics include: the mass shooting at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Florida / 
questions concerning a possible connection between the mass shooter Omar Mateen 
and ISIS (ISIL/Daesh) / opinion that Mr. Mateen was a lone wolf; developments in the 
fight for Fallujah; concern that terrorists are shifting away from bombs to semi-automatic 
weapons 
6) Topics include: reaction to Mr. Trump’s call for the need to consider profiling Muslims 
/ reactions from Mr. Trump and Mrs. Clinton to the mass shooting at the Pulse nightclub 
in Orlando, Florida / Mrs. Clinton’s use of the term “radical Islam” / reaction from the 
Republican Party to Mr. Trump’s position on Muslims and an immigration ban / Senator 
Sanders’ refusal to drop out of the Democratic race for president, even though Mrs. 
Clinton is the presumptive nominee 
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Guests: Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) (1); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (2); 
David Rennie, The Economist (2); Mark Zandi, Moody’s Analytics (2); Rana Foroohar, 
Time Magazine, author, “Makers and Takers: The Rise of Finance and the Fall of 
American Business” (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (3); Peggy 
Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (4); Mark Leibovich, The New 
York Times Magazine (4); Susan Page, USA Today (4); Tavis Smiley, Host, Tavis 
Smiley, PBS (4); Maya MacGuineas, Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget (5) 
1) Topics include: parallels between the Brexit vote and the current state of American 
politics, manifested in support for Donald Trump / criticism of Hillary Clinton / Mr. Trump 
versus Mrs. Clinton on national security issues / Mr. Trump’s stance on immigration and 
his plan for mass deportation / opinion that Mrs. Clinton’s comprehensive immigration 
reform will fail / Mr. Trump’s call for a temporary ban on Muslim immigration; Senator 
Rubio’s decision to run for re-election 
2) Topics include: Brexit vote by the United Kingdom to leave the European Union (EU) 
/ factors behind the vote and why it was successful / implications of the Brexit vote / 
domestic and international implications of the Brexit vote / German reaction to the vote / 
anti-immigration aspect to the Brexit vote / question of reversal in the decision to leave 
the EU 
3) CBS News Battleground Tracker: poll results indicating a lead by Hillary Clinton over 
Donald Trump in four key states – Florida, North Carolina, Wisconsin, and Colorado / 
why Mr. Trump’s poll results are so close, given the problems he has faced in recent 
weeks / factors behind Mrs. Clinton’s poll results / focus of Republican voters on 
terrorism / concern that Mr. Trump’s candidacy could negatively impact Republicans 
running for the Senate and House of Representatives  
4) Topics include: reaction by Mr. Trump and Mrs. Clinton to the results of the Brexit 
vote / role of race in the Brexit campaign / parallels between the Brexit vote and the 
current state of American politics / domestic and international implications of the Brexit 
vote / Trump supporters who think that the Brexit vote indicates a Trump victory in 
November / economic fears in the United States; state of the relationship between the 
Republican Party and Mr. Trump / CBS News Battleground Tracker poll results / Mr. 
Trump’s recent speech about Hillary Clinton; recent news about Mrs. Clinton’s e-mail 
server 
5) an interview with Ms. MacGuineas on tomorrow’s report comparing the economic 
plans of Mr. Trump and Mrs. Clinton 
 

 


